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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
A s the Parliamentary Session is about to be resumed,
the hatchet of discord which showed signs of being disinterred between the Liberal and Labour Parties is
being deeply buried again. In the " Daily Chronicle "
of Friday last a " Labour Member," whom wle suspect
from his peculiar absence of style to be no other than
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, discourses on the political
relations of the two parties at recent by-elections and
draws a moral therefrom. The difference (of opinion,
he is needlessly anxious to show, did not toriginatle from
anything the Labour Party did to the Liberals, F a r
was it from the intention of the Labour Party at Oldham, H a n k y or Midlothian to provloke wantonly retaliation from the Liberal Party. On the contrary, it was
a t Oldham that thje Liberals first indicated that in their
opinion the Labour Party had all the seats it deserved;
and it was a t Hanky that they went a step further and
cxpressed their opinion that th'e Labour Party had, in
fact, too many seats already. When this terrible discovery of the Liberal attack was madle, the Labour
Party really had nothing to do but fight a t Crewe and
at Midlothian. I t wient greatly against the grain that
this sh'ould have t o be done. Of all the conditions of
warfare peace was always the desire of thte Labour
?arty. But when driven into a corner, even certain
semi-domestic little quadrupeds will fight for life. The
Labour Party could in all humility be allowed, theriefore,
one tiny struggle, one bite of the hand of its master.
Midlothian showed what thley could do if the attack
should be oontinued . . . but they prayed the Lord that
the Liberals would now desist.

*

*

*

By one of those coincidences that only psychical research can explain, the article by a " Labour Member "
in the " Daily Chronicle" was accompanied in the
evening by an article on thle same topic, and evidently
inspired from the same source, in the " Westminster
Gazette.'' The " Westminster Gazette " naturally approached the subject from the Liberal end of the stick;
but after a column of progress it concluded its journey
at the same point a t which its morning ppedecessor had
arrived from the other end of the stick. The strain between the two partises, it agreed, had been the consequence of faults on both sides; there had not been
enough of that " give and take" which makes politics
possible ; feelings, othserwise mutually friendly, had been
inadvertently exacerbated, with, of course, gain to
neither party but only to the enemy. What that enemq
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was, everybody, after Mr. MacDonald's speech at the
Newport Congress, knew: it was the 'Tory Party, the
party of the " wild beast." How foolish $or friends to
quarrel in the face of that party of hyenas ! The moral
of the by-elections was, therefore, the need for cementing the coalition bletween the Liberal and Labour
Parties-and
particularly during the remainder of the
present session. As if to overprove the willingness of
the Labour Party to do even more than its share towards peace, the " Westminster Gazette " announced,
apparently with authority, that " the Labour leader is
coming back to Parliament with the full intention lof
supporting the Government's programme. " That will
be news to thle Newport comrades who demanded the
reversal of the Osborne judgment! But further than
this, the same Labour leader (Mr. MacDonald to wit)
will probably " find an opportunity before Parliament
meets to make it clear that his party supports the Insurance Act on a contributory b a s h " How very
obliging !

*

*

*

I t would naturally occur to any observer, not quite out
of his senses, that this attitudle of the Labour Party (or
let us say Mr. MacDonald and have done with pretences) is only susceptible of one explanation : thle explanation that hlr. MacDonald has bleen bribed. Let not
the horrid word offend lour readers wben the thing taki n g place under thkeir noses does not move them to
mutiny. Bribed, we say; it would naturally occur to
any observer in his senses that since the Midlothian
election Mr. MacDonald had been bribed. How, you
ask? Well, how are people bribed in politics to maintain the wage system which they have sworn to destroy?
Ask those who know. But bribery, wfe are sorry to say,
is not an explanation that fits th'e case. Bribery implies at I'east brains to be bought or power or influence
or at least something. Even in corruption supply and
demand holds. But in the case of the Labour Party,
as represented, a t least, by thce distinguished " Labour
Member " whlo writes for the " Daily Chronicle," there
is in tbe Party neither anything worth the bribing nor
any need to bribe. On the contrary, so dense is thle
superstition of Liberal friendliness to Labour that we
honestly believe that bribes would be necessary to detach the Labour Party from the Liberal alliance. Listen,
for example, t o this) from a member of a party born of
independence if not for it : " I t is to the interest of the
Labour Party to have a Liberal rather than a Unionist
Administration in authlority." And to this : " Labour,
if it cannot get all it wants, ought not to aid . . . the
Opposition to cross the floor of thle House of Commons." If we wlere the Liberal Chief Whip and read
these wlords on the eve of a new sesjsicon, we should
not trouble t'b devise any plans
appointments,
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honours, money, and so forth-for attaching the party
that issued thlem. W e should save our money for Sir
Edward Carson and people who knew their price and
would insist upon it. Thle Labour Party, on the other
hand, is willing to give itself away with a pound of tea.

*

+

+

Now what is the explanation of this strange survival
of belief in the friendliness of the Liberal Party in particular to Labour? W e can find it only in two facts :
the fact that thle Labour movement knows no history
whatever and is from head to tail unlettered and unread; and the fact that its leaders hiave never reflected
on the present situation for a single moment. Doubtlesls, like everybody else, they r e a d - t h e y read even
these weekly “ Notes”; but for all the impression their
reading makes on them, thleir beads might be sieves and
our words water. For both past history and present
fact, a s almost any journal likely t o ‘be read by thse
Labour leaders repeatedly maintains, conclusively
prove that whatever may once have been the natural
affinity of Liberalism with Labour, that affinity no
longer holds. The estrangement between the two interests has become no less complete than the estrangement between England and America which once, but
long ago, were joined by something thicker than water.
The tendency of the Labour Party to take shelter under
the wings of Liberalism is a heritage of the days when
thle Liberal Party was indleed fighting, in one sense, the
economic battle. When capitalism and the wage
system were gradually pushing their way to political
power over land and the feudal system thlere was undoubtedly an excuse fior the Labour movement to mistake the rising capitalist for the delivering Gabriel. The
Liberal Party in thlosle days did, a t any ratle, appear to
be about to slay the proven enemies of the working
classes. But this, a s any analysis of the constituent
elements of the Liberal Party surely proves, is no longer
the case. I t is true that in the main the landsed monopoly has been driven into the Conservative Party and
thiere consolidated; but it is also true that not only are
Liberals likely to leave it there, but a far worse enemy
of Labour than the Landed interest has taken secure
perch and roost in Liberalism in thle form of Capitalism.
Rent, we all k n o w - t h e rent of land we mean-is
a
mere flea-bite out o f the total annual product of labour,
N o great landowner could live a week on the rents derived from his land alone. But, on the other hand, the
sums stolen from Labour annually, chiefly by Liberals,
under the name of Interest and Profits, are so enormous
as to leave Labour’s share a mere flea-bite of the whole.
When, therefiore, thle “Labour Member” talks of the
predisposition of Labour to Liberalism he is talking the
language natural enough to his grandfather, but imbecile in these days. Unless King Stork is entitled to
the gratitude of the frogs because he stands upon King
Log, the gratitude of the Labour Party to Liberalism
for what Liberalism has oncse abeen is treachery to the
Labour movement a s it exists to-day. N o mistake can
possibly be made on this subject by anybody who is
willing to look at the facts. The Liberal Party-as the
“Daily Express” proved by names and figures a few
weeks ago-is the wealthiest political party not. only in
England, but in the world. It number,s more millionaires than even the old Republican Party of America.
And its income is mainly derived from industry by
means of surplus values extracted by fraud from the
working classes. How is it possible for Labour men
who once know this to continue their blind belief in
what their grandfathers have told them?

+

*

*

But our ‘‘Labour Member ” embeIlishes his superstition with the further fiction that “the selfish rich
men are .now leaving the Liberal P a r t y ” on account
of the too rapid progress of Labour legislation. W h y
on earth should they, when such Labour legislation a s
we are having is so exactly to their taste that its progress cannot be too rapid for them? On the contrary,
the kind of Labour legislation now in progress is much
too slow in coming to suit the ambitious dreams of our
Liberal cosmopolitan capitalists. And the cause of the
delay is by no means the “selfish rich men ” of the

Liberal Party, but the unselfish poor men scattered up
and down the Labour movement. W e have repeatedly
warned Our readers, on authority not to be disputed,
that the programme of Labour legislation so far acceptable to the Labour Party is infinitely short of the programme sketched out for realisation by the international
A conspiracy of our own
capitalists themselves.
hatching, we shall be told-a
mere mare’s-nest! But
without intending to boast of our sources of information
we may fairly assure our readers that the conspiracy
is none Of our invention; we wish it were; it rests on
facts well known to Anglo-American capitalists and
Anglo-Jewish financiers. They, a t least, will not privately
deny it. There are signs, also, to which we .can point
Our incredulous readers as insusceptible of any other
Compare, for
hypothesis than that of a conspiracy.
example, the contemporary Labour legislation of the
leading capitalist oountries; is it similar o r is it different? With small changes, one Labour Bill would serve
equally England, Germany, America, and every wealthy
nation, But the Labour fly imagines that its little party
is turning this mighty internation21 capitalist wheel.
W h a t Mr. MacDonald thinks to-day, the whole capitalist world is putting into legislation to-morrow. That
is a mare’s-nest if you like! The truth is that there is
nothing as yet-with the single exception of the Right
to W o r k or Maintenance Bill-on
the Labour Party’s
programme that the “selfish rich men ” are not prepared o r preparing to accept with both hands. That
Bill, it is true, they will not accept, for it would mean
the end of the competitive wage system; but by another
startling coincidence it is also the Bill that the official
Labour Party and Mr. Webb have dropped as imThe Ay on the
practicable.
Impracticable-why ?
wheel finds it practicable t o turn the wheel only one
way.

+

*

*

Here, on the eve of a new political session, and after
the Liberal Party, with unprecedented power, have been
in office continuously for six years, in alliance with the
Labour Party, we renew our challenge t o the Labour
Party and their supporters to name one single measure
that has been passed or that is now contemplated uhich
can change by the shadow of a degree the relative
centres of gravity of Labour on the one hand and Rent,
Interest, and Profit on the other. W e are not asking
for any evidence of an approach to Socialism or even to
Collectivism; it is notorious that the State as a proprietor, landed or otherwise, is not an acre or a pound
better off to-day than when that ill-bred scoundrel, Mr.
Lloyd George, first began to show the world how easily
the English poor submit to taxation, and how corruptly
rich English politicians are prepared to spend the proceeds. All we a r e asking for is the name of one Bill
or Act, small, large, or middling, that in its fresznt or
future operation can truthfully be claimed by the Labour
Party as making it easier for a working man to get a
living. For that, when all is said and done in the name
of progress, social evolution, and other mumbo-jumbos,
is the test of progress for the wage earners of this
country; do they find it easier to make a decent living
to-day than they found it six years ago? W e are not
surely asking the Labour Party and its friends an unfair
question.
They profess, indeed, that not only is this
aim their mission, but they claim that they have to the
extent of their forty-parson power fulfilled it. Well.
we are asking for some evidence; not a great deal of
evidence; we are anxious t o believe that the Labour
Party is not entirely mad; a little evidence will go a
long way. One Act, please! One Bill, please! One
plank in the next programme!
Silence, Our readers
will see, will be the response. There is no such Act,
Bill, or plank.

*

*

*

Pessimists, however, that we are, we are determined
not to despair. I t occurs to US that the Labour Party
may be suffering from some idée fixe such as the latest
form of influenza leaves in its victims ; and against that,
as psychologists know, there is only one remedy : a
quiet talk. Well, let us inquire of the Labour Party
where its trouble lies and let US, if we can, talk it out-
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Our “Labour Member” of the “Daily Chronicle” has
already, we believe, put us on the track of the fixed idea
by his remark beginning : ‘‘Labour, if it cannot get all
it wants. . . . .” And the “Labour Leader” ccnfirms
our suspicion that we are growing warm by its editorial
of the current week. “ W e do not divorce Socialism,”
says our patient, “from the urgent everyday questions
that press with insistence on the average workman. . .
Our advance towards Socialism is linked up with every
genuine improvement in the condition of the people. ”
The fixed idea in these passages-and
other passages
from other members of the party enshrine the same-is
that by a succession of Acts of Parliament, by now a
little and then a little-not
only may the condition of
labour be progressively improved, but in the end Labour
will become emancipated from capitalism. Indeed, the
“Labour Leader” in this very article announces that
this emancipation will in the end prove necessary. “The
full emancipation of labour, ” our aRicted contemporary
observes, “cannot come without the overthrow of capitalism.” Rut leaving for the present the whole question
of the relation of economics to politics, we may renew
oui- request for a n y evidence that, with or without being
linked with Socialism, legislation is genuinely improving
i:i any respect the condition of the people. And, again,
our patient must ask itself why the “full emancipation
of labour” should not be attempted a t the beginning
rather than a t the end of a long series of short but progressive steps. For in a chain of that length there may
easily occur a weak link which may rob labour of its
‘‘full emancipation” just when this consummation is
about to take place. Are we certain enough of the
planetary life of our Earth, exposed, as it is, to the pull
of Hercules and the attraction of the Milky Way, to be
able to count upon time enough to construct our progressive chain, every link a genuine improvement in the
condition of the people, and its last leviathan link
labour’s emancipation ?

*

*

*

Still another doubt crosses our mind, O ‘‘Labour
Leader,” suffering from idée fixe. By the third of the
coincidences that we have recorded in these “Notes,”
every step in the genuine improvement in the condition
of the people which the Labour Party demands the capitalist also demands. I t is not to be supposed that his
end and labour’s end are one and the same.
Labour,
we know, is looking through that long telescope for
full emancipation and the overthrow of capitalism.
Strange, is it not, that capitalism should be anxious to
accompany labour all the way? Labour, a s Shelley
might proleptically say, “ Labour and its murdered man
went on to Florence.” But surely some kind friend will
warn capitalism what company it keeps, whither labour
is leading it, and what awaits it a t the end of the road.
The spectacle is one otherwise of a Greek tragedy of
fate, intolerable to modern nerves and only to be endured with lazghter. But we put it to our sick friend
that capitalism is not a fool. As surely as we are alive
capitalism will discover its mistake before labour has
taken many more of its giant strides in genuine improvement, and will be barring Labour’s way. “Not
yet, however,” Labour may reply; “we can make more
progress yet before Capitalism discovers our intentions. ” Indeed we may ; for unless capitalist bankbooks
deceive them, every step Labour makes by legislation
is all t o the good of Capitalists. Instead of the full
emancipation of Labour it might almost appear that we
are arriving a t the full emancipation of Capitalism; and
not merely at the end of the way, but concurrently with
every step in the genuine improvement. Look over the
steps which the strong young Labour Party has assisted
blind, tottering Liberalism to take within the last six
years. They may, it is true, be leading by a circuitous
route to the full emancipation of Labour, but for the
present the steps appear to us to be all pointing backwards. Labour Exchanges, Conciliation Schemes, the
Insurance Act, Eight Hours Day, Minimum W a g e Act
-the whole bag of tricks on which both Liberal and
Labour candidates will try to win the next General Election. Every single one of these can be proved and is

admitted by capitalists to have contributed materially
to the efficiency of Capitalism.

*

*

*

Before continuing lour therapeutic talk with the
Labour Party, however, let us turn aside to consider
the casle of some of its professed friends. W e have
recently sfeen Mr. H. G. Wells occupying guineas of
space in thle “ Daily Mail ” for the purpose of darkening counsel with his meaningless hesitant words. It
appears that in a new penny weekly magazine shortly
to ‘be issued by Messrs. Dent, the same monumental
sociological impostor (nothing less than a mouthful of
words can d’escribe Mr. Wells) is booked ion the usual
terms to write lon the subject lof thte Industrial Unrest.
Now we will undertake to say thlat without carefully rereading his own articles in the “ Daily Mail ” Mr.
Wells will find that, like everybody &e, be has forgotten what he said. He is, therefore, in danger of
suggesting some entirely novel diagnosis and some entirely novel remedy. W e will not waste lour readers’
time in speculating on what Mr. Wells can have to say,
for the discovery is not of the smallest importance to
anybody but Mr. Wells. W e merely mention that Mr.
Wells is not the only writer who adds to his income by
dispensing quack remedies flor the poor. The aim of
the Webbs, on the other hand, is kudos not coin. Their
modest ambition is to pull the strings on which a puppet
nation may dance. The florm their latest bid for new
strings takes is to organise with the I.L.P. a National
Conference, this time to inauguratle “ W a r against
Poverty.” A “ campaign ” will subsequently be undertaken by the joint Fabian and Labour slocieties for the
purpose of carrying out the “ campaign ” itself. Now
we h a w nothing to say against campaigns, military or
sociological, proqided they be directed against the
enemy; but the very phrase “ W a r against Poverty”
warns u s that this campaign is likely to be misdirected.
W a r against Poverty can only mean, and will only
mean, W a r against the Poor. I t may be denied that
this substitution is possible, or that such a side-tracking
of the motive of the campaign can possibly be ma&.
But what would the wealthy think if the Webbs announced a “ W a r against Wealth”? Would they not
feel themselves-if
they did not know their Webbsa t least aimed at, if not about to be hit? The practical
issue of all the campaigning against Poverty tha€ has
been going on since wlealth began to accumulate is the
harassing lof the poor by one “ genuine improvement’’
after another.

*

*

*

And our deduction from the phrase is supported by an
examination lof the programme. Bounce only is meant,
not business. To begin with, the National Conferernce
is “ t o consider demands €or legislation next session.”
Next session, indeed ! W h a t purpose is served by pretlending that the promoters of the Conference have any
hope of obtaining any legislation next siession? It is
simply a piece of would-be cunning bluff that deceives
nobody ; and very characteristic of the roaring gentility
of the ass in-lion’s skin. And the demands themselves
are no less ridiculous when it is remembered that neither
the Webbs and thle I.L.P. combined have power enough
to enforce the smallest of them, nor is one of them
consistent with thle economic facts of to-day o r even,
within thre limits of that system, just. The “demands”
which the Conference is to consider and to make upon
Parliament in its next session are as follows : A Legal
Minimum W a g e ; Complete Provision against Sickness ; Prevention of Unemployment ; Reduction of the
Hours of Labour; a National Minimum of Child
Nurture; healthy Homes for All ; and the Abolition of
the Poor Law. The poor old Minority Report, now as
dead as Nebuchadnezzar, was bound to come in, of
course; though its place is properly the tail. That item
we can safely regard as included to complete the myistical seven of the cabalistic programme.
But of the
remaining six items, we ask, who in heaven’s name believes that the class of wage earners will benefit by
them? W e pass over on this occasion the improbability
of their being “forced” on private capitalists; we pass
over, even, the essential injustice involved in attempting
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to badger capitalists into them; it is enough for the
present to ask, in the devil's name this time, what good
they are likely to prove in practice. Oh, that practice,
that practice! How it does convert our ivory dreams
intlo realities lof horn. There is scarcely a social pi'sery
from which we suffer that was n30t'once the mission of
some reformer. While the economic system remains
what it is to-day, with Labour ranked as a raw material,
every improvement of Labour's condition will ,be a t
Labour's expense. I t cannot be othenvise. You can
reduce the hours of labour, fix minimum wages, provide
a villa for every workman, with free doctoring, pensions,
and all the rest; but in the end, if Capitalism remains, Labour will not only pay for it, but 'pay increasing Rent, Interest, and Profits to the real masters of
eoonomic industry. Both Mr. Webb and the I.L.P.
know that a s well as we do. The I.L.P. admits that
emancipation is only possible with the overthrow of
capitalism. And Mr. Webb-but
another paragraph.

*

*

*

Some time during this strenuous autumn of his, Mr.
Webb is to deliver a t the Queen's Hall, under distinguished auspices-auspices, we should say, like those
of Mr. F. E. Smith, a vulgarian of the front rank-a
series of lectures on, of course, the Industrial Unrest.
The titles, which we have chanced to see, of his three
lectures are, as nearly as we can remember, a s follows :
(I) Syndicalism; (2) The Abolition of the W a g e System;
(3) The C'oming Compromise. Now, we do not pretend
to have taken out any patent for the plan of uniting
Syndicalism with Collectivism by the abolition of the
wage system.
On the contrary, we freely award
priority i n its discovery to anybody who cares to claim
it. All we claim is that, whoever first thought of it o r
whoever first formulated it during the recent discussion
of the Industrial Unrest, the idea is in itself a master
idea and worthy of exclusive support from every genuine
reformer.
W e say exclusive support because it is
obvious that flor a Labour reformer the abolition of the
competitive wage system is a distinctive goal, a goal
that cannot possibly be stolen from him by any other
political or economic party.
The. means, likewisenamely, National Ownership, with Trade Union management-are exclusively Socialist and Labour means. The
most advanced Radical who is ready to steal the shirt
off the Labour Party's back will scarcely dare t o adopt
a s his own these constructive items of the Labour programme. Thus it seems to us that, authorship of the
plan apart and best forgotten, the goal and the means
we have stated are and ought to be the exclusive and
distinctive property of the Labour movement.
Now,
Mr. Webb is nothing if not slim; but, also, he is nothing
if not indiscreet. Nobody will forget that by a childish
desire to publish their Minority Report first he set everybody by the ears and ruined what chance the Minority
Report had of being adopted by both parties. W e are
very much afraid that in his forthcoming lectures the
same slim, indiscreet prematurity in regard to GuildSocialism is about to be witnessed. There are, Mr. Webb
should learn, some ideas on which a person like himself
should play second fiddle and not a trumpet obbligato;
and the subject of Guild-Socialism is one of these. In
the first place, Mr. Webb is incapable really of understanding the idea as a living principle.
Witness his
heavy interrogation of Syndicalism.
In the second
place, his label is fixed, and nothing in the world can
alter i t : he is a Webbite, which means a particularly
efficient worryguts of the poor. And, in t h e third place,
his advocacy of Guild-Socialism dooms the subject to be
inextricably entangled with the list of capitalist measures
which we have seen he is preparing t o demand by
National Conference. Any one of these objections is
fatal, it appears to us, to the claims of Mr. Webb to
present Guild-Socialism; but the last objection we shall
raise is, in our view, final. Mr. Webb speaks of the
“Coming Compromise."
Compromise with whom or
what ? Compromise with Capitalism undoubtedly, since
that compromising person, Mr. I?. E. Smith, is to preside. But Compromise with Capitalism is the very last
thing that advocates of Guild-Socialism will tolerate.

+

+

*

Returning to our lost muttons, the Labour Party, we

have still further to free their minds from the fog of
words that has settled upon them.
Of all their delusions the delusion that political action is of any economic value is the greatest ; and it is the greatest becahse
it both credits political action with too much potency
and denies practically the real function of politics. Concerning this last point, indeed, it is not only the Labour
Party that is astray, but the Syndicalists have gone
astray with them. W e are told by the English Syndicalists that "under Syndicalism" there will be no need
for the State or for politics. The industrial unions will
regulate production, exchange, and distribution, and
that is all a State exists for. But, on the contrary, that
is precisely what the State and politics do not exist for.
The State and politics exist not t o superintend economics, but to regulate the public acts of its members as
citizens. W e need not discuss now the question whether
a nation is an organism; but we may safely say that a
nation does not live by bread alone any more than men
in general.
Without some standard, some unified
authority, some integral soul, a nation, like a n individual, tends to.fall into promiscuity and anarchy; and
this, however disposed its members may be to do what
is right and just. Laissez-faire, indeed, in the matter
of politics would prove in the long run as disastrous as
laissez-faire in economics. W e can no more rely on
cosmos issuing from a chaos of unselfish inclinations
than from a chaos of selfish inclinations. The conclusilon is that even when industry has been syndicalised
and economics is removed, as it should be, from the
sphere of politics, politics will still prove necessary.
Statesmen, in fact, will thlen f'or thme first time have
their opportunity of practising government as a fine art.

*

*

*

In the meantime, however, it is pitiable to observe
that the Labour Party in particular are both unaware of
thie true nature of politics and bent on emlploying it to
economic ends. But political power, as we have repeatedly shown, is not a cause, b u t a consequence of
eoonomic power. I t can no mlore control economics
than water can rise above its own level. Consider, for
example, what a vote actually is. I t is a promissory
note to a member of Parliament to support him in a
certain limited area to thie full extent of the voter's
power. But fiow if it happens that the voter is really
unable to meet thL demand f'or power when called upon?
H e has signed the cheque, it is true, and by the political
fiction of equality he has signed it for precisely the same
amount as his- employer. But when it comes to delivering the goods his employer can pay, but the workman cannIot. In the political exchange, therefore, the
employer's vote means more than the workman's vote.
A member wh'o has the support of ten large employers
carriIes more weight in political business than a member
who represents (ten thousand wage slaves. This, we
should have thought, wiould ble so abvious by now that
even the Labour members might see it. Nevertheless,
suffering from their idee fixe, they are still under the
delusion that a few m'ore thousand workmen's votes
will strengthen their hands in Parliament. I t will do
nothing of the kind. Thle actual economic situation of
the population of the country is the simplest thing in
the world to understand. There are, among adults, a
flew million capitalists and thle remaining millionls are
wage slaves. The relations between thlem arte identical
(identical, be it marked) with the relations betwleen men
in general and horses in general. Let it be supposed
that the Humanitarian League secured thle Parliamentary franchise for horses and that horses sat and voted
in the House of Commons. W h a t difference would it
makse to thle relative position of horses so long as men
continued t o ride and drive them? All they would be
likely to obtain would be superior harness. The parallel,
we repeat, is exact. The capitalists ride and dr'ive; the
wage slave is a bleast of burden. So long as this
difference of status between the two classes is allowed
to continue, so long may wage slaves, harmlessly to
thleir eoonomic masters, indulge in the frivolity of politics. Politics in the true sense will only begin when thwage system is destroyed. But politics cannot destroy
it.
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Current Sense.

Current Cant.
“ The ‘ Caxton ’ Life of Lloyd George is a most stimulating story . . . all those who are interested in the
JOHN
building of a real man will find light.”-Dr.
CLIFFORD,D.D.

“

Voting does not seein to me to be politics.’’SARAH BERNHARDT.

MADAME

‘‘ Mr. Wells’ head is always on the steam.”-“
and Leader.”

News

‘‘ Read Mrs. Eddy and become a saint . . . best of all
read Shaw, whom if you don’t love you ought to. . . .’’MAUDCHURTON
BRABY.

‘‘ In the earliest days of the Army, General Booth confessed that his great difficulty mas ‘ to keep his people
dou7n in the gutter.’ ”-“ Review of Reviews.”

‘‘ We are determined i n our day and generation to wipe
out the heritage of social ir,?quality.”-JOHN BURNS.

‘‘ Mr. Lloyd George has his tabernacle of proselytes.”The “ Standard.”

_c_-

The King’s speeches are always models of brevity and
substance. ”-“ Evening Standard.”
“

‘‘ We are now an insured nation. No longer will the
workman’s home be haunted by the grim spectre of
poverty. . . .”-“ Daily Chronicle.”
“ Payment of members is corllially detested by an overwhelming majority of the Unionist Party.”-The “ Standard.”

“ Wages have risen, the price of necessaries has gone
BENTINCK, M.P.
down.”--l,oR~ HENRY

___-

“ The operative principle of Socialism is the antithesis
of liberty and free competition. ”-“ Morning Post.”

When we showed Baden-Powell the ‘ Daily Mirror ’
this morning containing the announcement of his engagement he said ‘ Yes, it is absolutely correct.’ ”-“ Daily
Mirror. ’’
“

“ I rarely visit the theatre, although I did go the other
night to see ‘ Hindle Wakes,’ which I consider in many
ways a noteworthy production. ”-EDMUNDGOSSE.

_-_-

“ There is a boom in the morzlity play; Mr. Joseph
Wilson has secured for the Tivoli nest week ‘ The Woman
Who Wants.’ ”-“ News and Leader.”

“ The Empire is as important to the working-man as to
the other classes of the community. . . . By the Empire
he lives.”--“ Morning Post.”

“ The vital reason for the existence of a Second Chamber
is to remove from the arena measures resulting from
popular excitement. ’’-‘ ‘ Standard. ’’

--_-

“ MI-. Chesterton, Mr. Shaw, and Mr. Wells are engaged
less in writing books than in fighting battles. They are
concerned not with literature, but with life.”--“ News
and Leader.”

“ Lloyd George was honoured and loved because everyone knew of the earnest sincerity cf the nian.”--Sm
Rufus ISAACS.

‘‘ Lloyd George had always been true to two causesthe cause of his own people and the cause of the poor
throughout the world. ”-Mr . MASTERMAN.
“ The Radical programme is largely tainted with Socialism. The Unionist Party recognises the advantages of
individualism. ”-GEORGE R. SIMS.

Although Miss Christabel Pankhurst is still in Paris,
it may be noted that an excellent portrait model of that
young suffragist is on view at Madame Tussaud’s Exhibition. ”-‘ ‘ Referee. ”
“

“ T h e farmers took it as a person31 honour that his
Majesty should ride across their fields.”-“ Daily Telegraph. ”
“ I have a little boy one year old; ought I to wean
him? ”-Inquiry in ‘‘ Mother and Home.”

‘‘ I know that the vision of a perfect human society is
the unsubstantiated pliantom of a dream.”-Rev. R. W.
CUMMINGS.

‘‘ The policy of sitting on a milestone and pretending
that there are no more ahead of us can only result in
disaster. ”-“ Evening News. ”
“ Having rexhed
our own particular milestone, we
were content to sit dowa on i t and to dare anybody or
anything to go plist us on the road of progress.”-“ Evening News.”

--_-

‘‘ It seems an intelligent eflort to put an end to a system
which has crammed boys’ hezds and then flung them
helpless into the world to be swallowed up in the deadly
quicksand of ‘ casual employment.’ ”-“ Pall Mall.”
“ The scientist today is as ignorant as in the days of
Aristotle--the sphinx remains silent.”-Rev. R. J. CAMP-

BELL.
“ A well-known novelist told me that a pool of blood
and a murder was all that was wanted. Publishers would
accept any number.”-HAROLD Gorst.
“ The Church of England cannot long continue to be
regarded as a national Church. ”-BISHOP OF CARLISLE.

--_-

Very little is known about the Prince of Wales. In
all probability there is very little to know.”--“ The
World’s Work.”
“

“

What an absurd thing our modern melodrama is !

. . . Visions of a dress rehearsal at Drury Lane and of
Piccadilly Circus by night.”-The ‘‘ Nation.”

“ T h e Labour members are absolutely at the Government’s beck and call, and behave just as the old LiberalLabour members did in the days before the present Labour
Party came into existence. ”-‘‘ Votes for Women.”
“ Mr. Granville Barker’s methods depoetise the poetry
of England’s greatest poet. They sterilise emotion and
convert beauty into ugliness. He has taken one of Shakespeare’s most enchanting plays and robbed it of its enchantment.”--“ Weekly Dispatch.”

-_-

It is a dangerous hour for any nation mhen its destinies fall into the hands of men who cannot feel the
promptings nor understand the national mission of a
people’s soul. Government entrusted to men of that type
ends sooner or later in conflagration. ”--“Sunday Times. ’’
“

‘‘ The chemist is continually being made aware that
things which are equal to the same thing are not equal to
one another.”-E. S. G., in the “ Pall Mall.”
“ The Kaiser is surrounded by sycophantic satellites
whose chief aim is to curry favour by greeting- with adulation each fresh move that their monarch makes.”-T. f’.
O’CONNOR.
“ All I know is that every girl is the possessor of a
certain amount of hair.”-PHYLLIS DAREin “ Mother anci
Home.”

--_-

“ T h e idea of office uniform for women is becoming
increasingly popular amongst the heads of business
houses. Any display of ankle is a tabu, the tight skirt
anathema; a profusion of stray locks and curls are nct
considered conducive to concentrated thought. ”-The
“ Standard. ”
“ This came of admitting women to public life.
I went
to see a dear old lady who. after seventy years of struggle,
was singing her ‘ nunc dimittis ’ as she knitted by the
fireside. ‘ What do ’t’ou think of it all?’ I asked. ‘The
vengeance of God,’ sbe said. ”-MARGARETWYNNE NEVIN-

SON.
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Foreign Affairs.
By S. Verdad.

ONCEmore the Liberal Press has “let itself go ” on
the subject of Persia.
The “Daily News,” the
“Nation,” the “Daily Chronicle,” the “Manchester
Guardian,” and the “Star,” or sporting edition of the
first-named, have all had their say; and even Mr.
Arthur Chamberlain has added his voice. The arrival
of M. Sazonoff furnished a fresh excuse for invective.
And what has been the end of all this pother? The
grudging acknowl’edgment in some quarters that nothing can be done, and the suggestion in other quarters,
equally inspired with the divine fire, that those Liberal
members who are interested shall rebel.
If this anxiety about the fate of Persia and the
Persian people sprang from a feeling of chivalry, there
might be something to say in its favour. But it does
not : it springs from sentimentality and an entirely mistaken sense of the nature of things. Persia is not in
the situation of a distressed maiden being set upon
by brigands. She is rather in the position of the comic
paper seaside landladies who constantly bemoan their
lost husbands or the better times they once had, assuring every visitor that they “didn’t ’ave this to do
w’en my old man was ’ere.” All men ‘ofcultured sensibility will regret the degeneration of Persia; they will
regret the fall of a once great country; but they will
rccognise, nevertheless, that modern Persia is getting
to a large extent no more than she deserves. A glance
a t the map will show that Russia’s advance, in view of
such circumstances, was inevitable. This advance is
not a matter of recent date; for it began more than a
century ago, and has been steadily progressing. And
it is important to note that we could not have stopped
it a t any time, any more than we can stop it now.
The morale of the Persian people, as everyone knows
who has read unbiassed accounts of the country, had
been steadily declining €or a century and a half at least
before the preliminary Russian advance was made; and
the first open manifestation of this degeneracy, to my
mind, was the rise and propagation of the religion
known as Babism about the middle of last century.
This milk-and-watery type of Mohammedanism formed,
for thos’e who had sense enough to judge, a truly startling indication of how far a country could fall. Apa-rt
from this, however, most ‘of us who are interested in
ethnology and religion will agree in saying that the
Mohammedanism of the Shiites, the type of Mohammedanism found chiefly in Persia and hardly anywhere
else, is suspect.
But this is hardly the place for us to go into the
causes of the degeneracy of the modern Persian. I t
is sufficient for us to know that he is degenerate : that
is a matter on which there can be no two opinions.
Furthermore, any publicist will agree that no power,
not ,even England, could stop in any way the Russian
advance. This being so, it remained for the English
Foreign Office to make up its mind on a rather delicate
question: Should England work with Russia, or
against her, or remain neutral? If we remained neutral, Persia would obviously have perished in any case;
if we worked against Russia, we could not have hindered her ultimate absorption of Persia-we
might
simply have checked it for a time, and got into Russia’s
bad graces for our pains. Our Foreign Office chose
the wisest course, which was to work with Russia and
gain for England a s many advantages ,as possible before the inevitable crash should come.
“ W e needn’t neces“ But no,” say our Persophiles.
sarily have tried to stop Russia in Persia-we
could
have withdrawn our support nearer home; we could
have checked her in Europe.” As no argument other
than this one has ever been put forward by the friends
of Persia in this country, it deserves some examination.
TNe did, indeed, try to check Russia without going SO
far as Persia t o do so, and the result was the Potsdam
interview.
W e had tried to “hold up ” Russian interests ir, Turkey a t that time, and the consequenm

was German support for Russia in the Balkans. So
that attempt failed; and Downing Street wisely enough
never made another like it. When we talk glibly of
checkmating Russia in Europe, however, let us try to
recollect other features of the international situation.
I t is recognised by both political parties in this country
that our period of “splendid isolation ” has gone for
ever-a point which I have already emphasised in these
columns. We cannot stand alone any longer; we must
have an ally or allies. I t is too late now to question
this; for we have already come t o a n agreement with
an ally-France-and,
for practical purposes, we are
as good a s an ally of Russia, as she is of us. We
could not now quarrel with Russia without a t the same
time quarrelling with France; and we could not offend
Russia and France without losing our foothold in
European politics. We may say, if we choose, that
it would have been better for us to have come to an
agreement with Germany long ago, that an AngloGerman combination could have ruled Europe, that
our present arrangement is a mistake.
All this, I
repeat, is too late. W e cannot alter the events of the
last decade; we cannot alter the German Navy Law;
w’e cannot alter our agreements with France and
with Russia. Our Foreign Office has rc..iised that it
will be better for this country if England and Russia
work together in Persia than would be the case if
Russia and Germany worked together in Persia. Those
are the alternatives.
This is, I think, a clear enough statement of the case.
The protests of Mr. Massingham, o r of Mr. Arthur
Chamberlain, or of the Liberal papers, will be of no
avail. We are “in for ” the occupation of Southern
Persia sooner or later, just as Russia sooner o r later
will take over Northern Persia d e jure as well as de
facto. W e cannot help this, any more than we can
make the earth stop revolving. Whatever polite documents are issued to the Press after M. Sazonoff has
seen the King, it may be taken for granted that no
great change will be made in the relations of Russia
and England to Persia. I do not mean to imply that
there are no divergencies between the views of Sir E.
Grey and those of M. Sazonoff; for there are. It would
suit England better, for example, if a strong Government were established in Persia; it would suit Russia
better if the Persian Government were weak.
But
these are nmotserious divergencies, and they will be
discussed and settled a t Balmoral.

As so many protests seem to be going about, let me
enter on’e here. I t is a protest against incompetent,
misleading journalists; and it applies chiefly to Mr.
Massingham and the “Daily News” tribe. Whenever
I wish to get particularly crude, inept, schoolboy views
of foreign politics, I invariably go to the “Nation ”
and to the “ Daily News. ” Mr. Massingham’s intellectual hysteria amuses me. Nu human ostrich more
often buries his head in the sand; consequently I ‘do not
know from what particular point of view Mr. Massingham surveys foreign affairs.
But the editor of
the “Nation ” (what a damned impudent title to give
the rag !) not merely amuses a few of his readers, and
misleads most of them by writing on international politics. No. H e also writes on armaments. I wonder
whether he has been reading, through his blind mental
eye or any other way, the reports of the Socialistic
Congress now being held a t Chemnitz; for if he has
done so, even his equanimity and belief in a peaceful
democracy might be shaken. H e would recognise in
the first place that there are hardly any Socialists in
Germany a t all, but only Social Democrats, which is
quite a different thing; and he would realise that, in
spite of abstract resolutions in favour of peace and
goodwill, the vast majority of the Congressmen, aEd
their so-cal14ed Socialistic supporters outside, have not
only served, and served willingly, in the Army, but
that they are prepared to do so again in time of need,
and that the entire undercurrent of feeling is in favour
of arms and the advancement of the Fatherland. I
merely state these facts for Mr. Massingham’s benefit,
and for the benefit of those WEQ think like him : I will
comment on them another time.
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Military Notes.
B y Romney.

M R , G. K. CHESTERTON’S
views

are generally of
importance in that he possesses what Bernard S h a w
claims-an
eye which sees things a s they a r e and not
a s convention would have u s imagine thlem to be. He
has not, however, been particularly successful upon
Salisbury Plain. H i s article in the “ Illusitrated
London N e w s ” contains one or two acute observations
such a s that “ the scientific soldier who (writing in the
newspapers) says that modsern enemies are always a t
an infinite distance from each other may hienceforth
be suspected of having retired from the fight at
an ingloriously early stage of it.” T h a t is exactly
\Vhat the scientific soldier did do, as the South African
casualty statistics show. But after all, it is only in
England that people ever thought seriously about
nonsense of this description. Such heresies found
precious short shrift in Germany and France and other
Continental States, where the memories of battle and
the expectation of battle are real and present things,
and where thsere is a public accustomed to the operations of thje reason, which alone will preserve any
intelligent persons from errurs so grotesque. I t looks
a s though aeroplanes were likely to give rise t o another
crop of them. We are told, if you pleasle, in a dozen
ha’penny papers, that strategy is become impossible
because the (opposing generals can n0.w procure immediate information of each other’s movements-which is
about a s reasonable as saying that sparring is
impossible because opposing boxers can see each
othcer’s eyes and fists. Dear old Cadbury, in particular,
has excelled himsielf. Aeroplanes, so Cadbury would
have you know, by rendering deception impossible,
will cause a return t o “ directer methods-provided,
of
course, that the world will tolerate such bzrbarism.”
O n e can understand Cadbury’s hatred of direct
methods-but
in the name of glory, how did that
sanctimonious capitalist suppose that clontests could be
settIed except by “ direct methods,” or in other words,
hard fighting ? Manoeuvre, twist, delay, ditch-crawl
and d$eceiv<ea s much a s you please, sooner or later,
provided your adversary is determined enough, you will
have to run up against him and fight. Aeroplanes may
hasten the coming of that decisi’on, but th’ey cannot
make it surer.
*

U

*

However, to return to Mr. Chesterton. I t is a pity
that he warns us “ not to take our ideas from
Grenadiers in the Park-still
less from German
Grenadiers in a German park,” and “ thinks a great
deal of the honourable irritation against ‘ militarism ’
among his friends in town whom he knows to be human
and sincere must arise from the sight of such stiff
red figures marching in step.
T h e pacifists feel they
a r e looking a t men dressed as no sane man would dress
himself and walking a s n o self-respecting man would
walk of his own accord, and they fancy such men under
a sort of spell or dehumanising hypnotistm. ” Mr.
Chesterton’s pacifist friends are right.
Guardsmen
(and indeed all well-drilled troops) are under a sort of
spell, and it is t o some extent nlecessary that they
should be so. T h e reason NIr. Chesterton has furnished himself. “ Man,” he says, “ must be defined
most subtly; he is a running-away animal-who
does
not run away.” But in order that he may not run
away it has been found necessary to subject him to a
peculiar training knolwn as discipline, whose object is to
ensure automatic obedience of men to leader, and, what
is equally important, of men’s muscles t o the men.
The Prussian goosestep, the rigidity of attitude, all
that which we designate smartness, and which, when
analysed, means nothing more than that a man has
sufficient command of his will to execute every motion,
however unimportant, with the utmost vigour and
celerity, are not taught because they are considered
beautiful, but because men trained in them will be
“ steady ” under fire.
And that again means that their
obedience to the well-known whistle or tvord of com-

mand has become so automatic that it survives the
disturbing effect of danger and noise before which any
conscious effort of the intellect-anything,
in short,
which is not unconscious and automatic-generally
b eoomes inipo ss ible .

*

*

*

This foundation of drill is what distinguishes reliable
from unreliable troops. T h e business of “ little greygreen men running excitedly and vivaciously over the
green grass” is not peculiar t o well disciplined soldiers.
Dr. Reinhardt and a few hundred intelligent supers
could probably manage that in a couple of dozen
rehearsals, and the casual observer would nlot detect the
difference. I t is when the stage army comes under
real and nmot imaginary rifle fire that the trouble would
begin, and in like manner the efficiency of any regiment
where the superstructure of field manœuvre does not
rest upon a sound foundation of drill and discipline is,
to use a service term, “ all eyewash.” Several
Japanese battalions found that out in Manchuria. Mr.
Chesterton should have looked deeper. Also, if he
wants enlightening on the history of the Brigade of
Guards, he shlould read what his friend, Mr. Belloc, has
t o say about them in his recently published booklet on
Tourcoing.

*

+

*

T h e history of that quaint battle, and indeed of the
whole Revolutionary W a r , reinforces what I said two
weeks a g o about the relative importance of troops and
staff. T h e Austrians, English and Prussians possessed
beyond all doubt the best trained troops in Europe, and
their generals knew their business on conventional lines.
T h e French had pyactically no army at all. Their
officers were discontented $or despondent, their regular
troops demoralised, their levies undisciplinled. Their
leadiers, however, were determined and resourceful men,
fighting with ropes around their necks. Their troop?
had no training ? They enforced t h e conscription and
atoned for the deficiency by numbers. They had no
commhsariat? Their armies lived on the country and
doubled their mobility by so doing. No energetic
generals ? They guillotined them until the remainder
became energetic. I n short, they w’ere determined to
win while the others were not. S o much does determination matter. There are more iruitful lessons t o
be learned from the Revolutionary W a r , neglected as it
is, than from any other. Mr: Belloc does us a service
by ‘continually drawing our attention to it.

THE AMERICAN UNWRITTEN LAW.
IN heart affairs be sure you ne’er forget
The precepts of erotic etiquette,
F o r if you have some slight relationship
Straying beyond mere homage of the lip,
And then, ambitious for a fuller life,
Leave one love for another, or a wife,
The woman has an ipso facto right
To purge her honour and to shoot at sight,
For, though it’s mildly strange that there should be
Such things as retrospective chastity,
So far as can be on this earthly plane,
The girl becomes a virgin once again.
Resist? Nay, nay, be manly, play the game,
A willing target for some cast-off flame,
Whose love you had, whose vile caress you spurned,
Whose hate flares hot as once her ardour burned ;
So just adinire her mien, her voice, her clothes,
Already for some yellow journal pose,
Those lips are quick to hiss out death a t you,
To faint, to shriek, and give an interview,
Those melodrama airs filched from the halls,
Where soon she hopes to take her ringing calls,
The willing Lucrece, *ose prudential pride
Found murder better sport than suicide,
Those features which in half an hour will bless
Each saffron minion of a vicious Press,
While their foul sheets her mirrored form will grace,
Plus reproductions of your murdered face.
So pure with injured guilt observe her stand,
A dainty pistol in her girlish hand,
Smile blandly up that small engine’s frown,
Say, “Thank you, dear,’’ and take it lying down,
For in these cases you will always fiEdAEACUS.
No courteous gentleman will even mind.
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Comedy or Corruption ?
THEscandalmongers who ply their fascinating trade in
the lobbies a t Westminster are just now delighting their
souls with a toothsome morsel. I t is said (with what
truth we know not,. thlough the rumour waxes strong)
that tw’o or three Cabinet Ministers, being +prised by
some sacred and profane agency that the Marconi Company was about t’o oonclude an advantageous arrangement with the Government, decided upon a Stock Exchange flutter. I n this, let us parenthetically remark,
they proved themselves vulgarly human-just as human
a s Mr. Smith, whio travels up t o town every morning
by the 9.15. Nlow had t5ese enterprising gentlemen
bought Maroonis threough the usual nominees, we
should probably have heard nothing about it. But they
are distinguishled members of a Liberal Government
and they naturally felt that thbey must be true to their
creed.
W e are told in Holy W r i t that “ t h e liberal
man devises liberal things and by liberal things shall
he live. ” They accordingly devised this liberal flutter,
not only for themselves, but for their friends. Thus, not
only did they buy Marconis a t £2 and sell them a t
£28, but they put their Parliamentary friends on to this
golod thing-this liberal thing-with
distinctly p b s i n g
results. It is said that between them thcey netted something like a million sterling. Mr. Smith, of the 9.15,
does not use such reverential terms. As he puts it, the
on his lap, “ they snookered a cool
“ Daily Mail’’
million of the best. Very smart, sir, very smart;
didn’t think they had it in ’em.” Seated opposite to
highly respectable Mr. Smith is a well known “bookie,”
who advertises himself a s a “ turf accountant.” H e
ejacula~es,“ A millilon thick ’uns! Gawd’s truth, next
election I’ll vote for ’em. Ain’t they a dandy crew?”
But these laudatory testimonials unfortunately d o not
disclose t’o what depths human jealousy can fall. .Of
course, only a few (of the 670 of his Majesty’s Commons
were ‘( let in on the ground flolor” (we humbly ask
pardon if our vocabulary is erroneous, and those left
out, having heard ‘of it-murder will out-feel that the
hon’ourof Parliament has been smirched and now loudly
demand a further inquiry into the conditions of the
Marconi contract. We understand that the Government
has promised a day’s discussion on this interesting topic
and we are looking forward with amusement to Pecksniff’s attack and Lickcheese’s defence.
Some of our friends ask us to be shocked, o r a t least
to appear shocked. W h y ,on earth should we? Have
we not, times without number, affirmed that “ e ~ o n o m i c
power must precede political power ” ? When, therefore, two distinguished members of the Cabinet prove
our case, we can ‘only feel cynically grateful. I t is
notorious that every Thursday, during the session, the
Cabinet meets to discuss the (current issue of THENEW
AGE. If we wept crocodile tears over this transaction,
would not the Cabinet promptly retort upon us that we
were humbugs, first to preach the dominance of
economic power, and then, when two or three of their
august body took us a t our word, to denounce i t ? Nor
would the mischief lend there : a t least two members of
the Labour Party were brought in to the deal ” (have
w e got the correct lingo?), and Heaven forfend that we
fihould cl0 any injury to our dear friends on the Labour
benches. It was only last week that an official appeal
was issued calling for a more unanimous and enthusiastic support of the Labour Party. We do not doubt that
these lucky Labour members were actuated by a high
sense of public duty-we have noticed that they always
are--and they will, of course, in due time, when the
clouds have rolled by, disgorge some of their plunder
and hand it over to the party funds.
This is clearly a case for tendter and compassionate
consideration; we must put ourselves in the skins of
these faithful servants of the people. W e must remember that they unselfishly devote themselves, always
by day and sometimes by night, to the sacred cause of
priogress and reform T o d o this really well demands
money. I t is true that a t the present moment they are
enjoying the “ sweets of office ” and thle emoluments
‘(

legally attached thereto. A journalist M.P., with an
Irish brogue, but a pidgin English style, remarked of
thlese emloluments : “ A hundred quid a week, me
bhoy, and paid regularly.” T h e regularity of the payment appealed so strongly to the imagination of this
free-lance journalist that he dropped off into a delicious
swoon and only “came t o ” a t the sound-of a spoon
clinking in a glass. But there comes an end t o all good
things, and the “ cool shades of opposition ” loom up
before the most powerful of Ministers. To him they
are the Ides of March. Now w e would ask the critics
of these good men, who scorn delight and live laborious
days, what are they to do f’or money when in Opposition? They doubtless will get their paltry £400; but
of what use is that when you have been living a t the
champagne standard of £5,000? T h a t is clearly an
inadequate soluti’on. They obviously must make hay
while the sun shines. Suppose one of them to be a
poor man, “ sprung from thse people,” whose heart
throbs in loving sympathy for thle people, to whom he
would fain bring “ rare and refreshing fruit.” A littk
cherub whispers to him that he can buy Marconis at
£2 and sell them a t £28 before the next settling dav.
I s it temptation or& it Providence? Of course, if it be
temptation, he scbr(4s it. But ho3w if it be Providence?
I s he not a man of God, ordained by God to set his
pelople free? Then surely God looks after his own.
Not only so, but the risk is absolutely nil. Clearly i:
is the hand of God. Indeed, it would be impious not to
seize th’e chance, look y o u ! Backed by a substantial
bank balance, the Nonconformist clonscience and the
Divine approval, when hlr. Asquith departs, who then
shall stand in his way? Winston? Pish ! Lulu? Tut.
t u t ! Grey? Tosh!
At this point our friend Sobersides intervenes. “ I t
is not cricket,” he says; “ Cabinet Ministers do not do
these things and be received in good society.’’ Slobersides lays great stress on the importance of good
society. € l e was a t Harrow and Cambridge. No\v it
so happens that Sobersides,: senr., many years ago,
was an alderman and on the Tramways Committee.
This worthy gentleman (how is it that aldermen are
always “worthy”?), desiiing in his paternal pride to do
his son really well, bought. and extensively in a populous area through which it
proposed to run a tramline. The “ deal ” succeeded, and Sobersides, junr., is,
in consequence, an ornament of society. Can we really
blame the dear old boy? And can we really blame our
Cabinet Ministers? I n former days only rich men
entsered the Cabinet. But poor men go there now. The
times have changed and Cabinet Ministers have
changed too. It is not very pretty, but it is inevitable.
When we come t o think of it, politics tlo-day is not very
pretty. T h e maintenance of an economic lie necessitates
a liberal use of political lying. And, a s the Americans
say, “ T h a t ’ s all there is to it.”
Mr. Belloc will, we hope, f3rgive us if we do not
take the matter tragically. Parliament is only an index,
not a symbol. T h e world itself is not so corrupt as he
and Parliament would liead us t o suppose. After all,
the proof of the pudding is in _the eating- Our food is
purer than it was; we d o not detect sand in our sugar,
even though *our grocer is a Quaker. Our machinery
actually works. Our boots are air value for the money;
lour furniture )can be used. T h e men we meet are ver:;
decent fellows, if mostly fools. Their conversation is nct
bestial and they ‘often talk of gardening. Corr
does not stalk abroad quite nakedly yet. Indeed,
put too fine a point upon it, corruption does not yet
pay. A scoundrel w e once knew thought it would hz
good business “ to play the hsonest racket,” as he
phrased it. H e accordingly advertised himself and his
goods a s “ honest.’’ “ My reputzition renders di?honesty impossible,” he declared in an advertisement,
beautified by his own honest and cherubic countenance.
He prosperled amazingly 2nd now he dare not travel
first class with a third class ticket lest his “reputation”
be inadvlertently blown upon. There is a moral in thiwhich doubtlless, Mr. Belloc can read. W e frankly
admit, hlowever, that we know of much nicer and cleaner
company than that which meets a t Westminster.

&
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Ulster Day.
(A I t Univtelligerzt Anticipation.)

By Bentley Capper.
-3..

l i m e : Ulster Day, 1912.
Scene : A clellar in Belfast, plainly furnished with a
dteal table and with half a dozen kegs, placed to serve as
seats. Stacked in the corners are a number of rusty
pikes and flint-lock rifles. Near the door, lying on its
side, is an old mortar, a relic of the Battle of the Boyne.
The walls are decorated with a coloured print of King
William of Orange and with a large manifesto, opening
with the legend, “ Loyalists, To Arms,” and closing
with the pious wish, “ T o Hell with the Pope ! ” Two
cloaked figures, identified a s Sir Edward Carson and
Lord Londonderry, are seated on barrels a t the table.
A third, Mr. F. E. Smith, also cloaked, stxiids on
guard a t the door, A dagger and a railway guide lie
on the table.
I t is night.
SIR EDWARDCARSON(cutting the pages of Bradshaw
with the dagger) : If what you say is right-!
( H e flourishes the dagger significantly.)
L o r d Londonderry : You know you cari never be too
careful.
CARSON: And yet he said he could imagine no
extremities to which we might g o in which he
would not be ready to support us!
LONDONDERRY
: Depends on the imagination, doesn’t
it?
CARSON: ’ M ? N o t a very trustworthy guarantee,
sure.
(A double knock is heard a t the door, repeated
after a n interval.)
LONDONDERRY
: Hush ! Here he cDAmes.
MR. F. E. SMITH
: W h o goes there?
A VOICE (off): Friend.
SMITH
: Resistance !
VOICE: To the death !
(Mr. Smith cautiously opens the door, admitting
Mr. Bonar Law, cloaked like the others.)
SMITH
: Hello, old man !
CARSON: Welcome, comrade !
MR. BONARLAW: 1-1 hope we’re safe here!
(Another double knock is heard a t the door.
Mr. Bonar L a w bolts under the table.)
SMITH
: WhIo goes there?
VOICE (OK) : To the death ! Brimstone and treacle-;;-firc
and brimstone! Hurry u p !
Smith: Come on, sonny!
(Throws open door and
admits Captain Craig, also cloaked.)
CAPTAINCRAIG(thmwing off cloak and revealing himself in a boy scout’s costume and wlearing a huge
sword and a startling orange-coloured sash) : Well,
boys, just come from the front.
SMITH(innocently) : Front of the house?
CRAIG (continuing) : Fifty thousand horse and foot
going to-that is, of course, fifty volunteers. Been
drillin’ ’em. Fine fellows they are, Ltrong a s
lions, fierce a s tigers. ?ut a Papish picnic to
flight a few days ago, a score of ’em did. Smote
’em hip and thigh. Xot a woman or child
escaped !
SMITH W h a t about the men?
CRAIG (casually) : Oh, there weren’t any. As I was
saying, they’re fine fellows ! Beat the English
army t o a frazzle, they will ! Just wait and see !
BONARLAW : I hope not, Captain. (Emerges from
beneath the table.)
CHORUS: W h a t !
BONARLAW: 1-1 mean-er-that
is, of course, I trust
that there11 be n o need for it.
CRAIG(bloodthirstily) : I hope there will b e ! You
don’t think I’m drilling these fellows for fun?
(Confidentially) Besides, if they can’t fight the
English they’ll turn round and fight someone elseperhaps u s !

’

BONARLAW: God forbid !
SMITH(uneasily) : Say, Londonderry, ypu d’on’t think
there’s any chancc of that, d o you?
LONDONDERRY
(doubtfully) : Well, you know, Ulster’s
g o t to fight somebody !
CARSON (thoughtfully) : True ! Well, talking about
fighting, have you the plan of campaign there,
comrade-disposition of our forces ?
SMITH
: Yes, ‘on paper. By the by, we might as well
start talking militarily now-get
in practice, you
know.
: Fire away, Colonel !
LONDONDERRY
SMITH(severely) : General, if you please, sir ! (Opens
map and pocket-bcok on table). Londonderry’s
rough-riders are stationed a t Larne--fifteen
1.1End r ed ho r se-d on key s re al 1y. Craig ’s pikemen
are secreted here in Belfast. They will mobilise a t
the street corners when the call to arms comes.
Carson’s Carabineers infest the Mountains lof
Mourne. W h e n the time comes they will sweep
down to the sea-what
time the Ulster Fireeaters, under my captaincy, will bear down on
Dublin. I haven’t their actual numbers yet, but,
judging froin the London Unionist Press, theq
should fall not far short of 200,000.
CARSON (fervently) : Good ! ’The stars in their courses
fight for us ! The gods are on our side ! Oh, my
counthry ! They run, they run-the
enemy, 1:
mean.
BONAR LAW(anxiously) : W h a t enemy?
CRAIG (ferociously) : T h e English. We’ll shoot th:
heads off ’ e m !
BONARLAWt o himself) : Oh, Lord ! How ever shall I
g e t o u t of this ! (Aloud ) Let us hope they will be
warned in time. (Quickly.) I mean the Gadarene
swine who pose as the Government. W e must
cleanse the Augean stable !
CARSON(to Smith, admiringly) : Great, isn’t he?
SMITH
: Y e s ; it’s the new style, you know.
LONDONDERRY (to Smith) : Well-er-General,
1
suppose you lead the Fire-eaters into battle?
SMITH:Oh, n o ! You see, I’ll be organising the
auxiliaries lover on the other side !
: Ha! W h a t of them? Mas the Fiery Cross
CARSON
passed round ?
Smith : Oh, yes-but it disappeared in Aberdeen !
BONAR LAW (indignantly) : Another insult to m y
country. Smith, when will you be civil?
SMITH
: W h e n we g e t the Civil War !
(Craig threatens him with the dagger.)
SMITH:Well, Liverpool will send an Orange Brigade.
under Mr. George Wise. I shall mobilise th:
Junior Unionists of Lancashire and Cheshire.
They’ll do t o look after the baggage. Lord H u g h
has promised his shouting brigade to cheer us after
thle victory. Th’en we have dear old Halsburyhe’s promised us the Die-Hards, on condition the:
we put them in the last ditch-they
can bring LI!)
the rear. Those are all the pledges I have so far.
CARSON
: Excellent ! Now I have some news for you(Triumphantly.) I’ve got the Suffragettes ! ! !
CRAIG:T h e devil you have!
BONARLAW: Great Scotland !
LONDONDERRY
: Ye Gods !
SMITH:Don’t be an a s s !
CARSON: I’m perfectly serious, I assure you. Miss
Pankhurst has promised me the whole of the milk
tant army. Says she’ll help anyone who’ll break
the Government.
BONARLAW: Bravo !
CARSON
: She promises fifty thousand women, including a
stone-throwing brigade, a division of light infantry
-no, not n u r s e m a i d s - a dozen aeroplanes, a corps
of sappers and miners, a n armoured train and :2
battery of heavy guns. Then she’ll provide all the
outposts and skirmishers. Miss Pankhurst onl:
stipulates that she shall be in supreme command of
her own forces and have her own officers, and that
she shall have a vote in the Council of W a r and
an office in the Provisional Government.
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LONDONDERRY
: Hurrah ! ’The day is ours.
SMITH
: Nevah ! I’ll never consent to Miss Pankhurst
having a vote. Shte’ll be wanting it for the whole
fifty thousand next! Let her fight by all means.
A useful ally! But shle shall not vote. Woman’s
place is the home!
BONARL A W :Come, come. You must admit that the
Suffragettes are worth all our forces put together !
Tbey can bear the brunt of the battle.
SMITH
(pettishly) : I w’on’t have it. If Christabel votes
I won’t play ! (Flings himself out of the oellar.)
CRAIG
: Now he’s gone, wle can consider that settled.
And now, boys, what dlo you say t o enrolling Mr.
Tom Mann?
BONARLAW(eagerly) : Yes-he might be able to i n c e
the other side not to shoot !
CARSON
: Good ! H e can lsook after the picketting.
LONDONDERRY
: L’et’s hope it won’t be peaceful !
CARSON
: There remains the question of the supreme
command.
(A11 look modbest.)
BONARLAW(heroically) : I’ll waive my right !
LONDONDERRY
: Very generous !
CARSON:
As for meCRAIG(warmly) : It’s downright good of you, General !
You shall be myCARSON(bewildered) : Here, what are you talking
about ?
LONDONDERRY
: Well, a s you all stand asideCARSON
and CRAIG(together) : W h o says I d o ?
BONARLAW (diffidently) : May I make a suggestion?
You needn’t accept it unless YOU like, you know.
LONDONDERRY
: Go on, man !
BONARL A W : W h y not sound Joe Devlin on the
methods of the Molly Maguires?
CRAIG(hotly) : Rank treason ! To think I sh+ould live
to hear a Conservative leader suggest enlisting the
aid of traitors to their King and country.
CARSON
(blandly) : You’re a little out of date, my friend
-it’s not half bad !
CRAIG(confounded) : You’ll be asking Colonel Lynch
isboon to be Commander-in-Chief !
CARSON(rapturously) : Splendid ! Craig, you’re a
genius. (Claps him on the back.) ’That’s slolved
the problem. He’s the man to lead Ulster.
CRAIG(foaming a t the mouth) : Treason ! Infamy ! To
fight against your oountry in the company of
traitors ! Men who’ve broken her laws-outlaws
-who’ve
actually fought against her ! Never !
Never! Never! (Bounces out, tripping over his
sword on the way.)
BONARLAW (rising) : Things are getting warm. I
think I’ll g o home now to bed. It’s getting late
for law-abiding citizens to be out.
CARSON(chuckling) : Conspirators never agree among
themselves !
BONAR LAW (shocked) : Conspirators ! By Jove ! I
suppose that’s what we a r e ! Good hleavens! I
never looked a t it in that light before! Good
night ! (Hurries out.)
CARSON(sorrowfully) : I think you’re right, Londonderry.
LONDONDERRY : I knew I was. He’s backing out !
CARSON:Ah, well, follow him. Don’t let him out of
your sight. If he runs--you know what to d o !
LONDONDERRY
(darkly) : Yes. (He pulls an oldfashioned pistol o u t and proceeds to prime it with
powder out of one of the kegs.)
CARSON
(sardonically) : I shouldn’t use that stuff if I
were you. We got that gunpowder cheap-war
stores, you know, from South Africa! It won’t
light. It’s only kid. Makle sure-use your penknife !
LONDONDERRY
(melodramatically) : I go and it is done!
(Moving towards the door and passes out.) Ulster
will fight !
CARSON (to himself) : Don’t you believe it !
(Puts out light and follfows.)
CURTAIN.

A Plea

for the Agricultural

Labourer.
By

H. R. Gledstone.

THEobject of this article is to make more widely known
the condition of a number of sweated workers whose
plight is admitted to be one of the primary causes of
the land problem today. There is a general idea that
the low wages of the agricultural labourer are conpensated for by the exceptional cheapness of living in
the country, but this supposed advantage of cheap
living does not in fact exist t o anything approaching
the extent that is frequently imagined.
Rents are
much lower in the majority of districts, but a very
frequent reason for this is that the landlord is also
the employer, and, a s such, lets the cottage for little
or n o profit, with the result that he thus increases his
power over his labourers and their dependence upon
him. I t is equally inaccurate to assume that in every
case the labourer is able t o subsist to a great extent
on vegetables grown in his garden, o r pigs or poultry
kept near his cottage. Many employers object to the
keeping of pigs or fowls by their men, on the ground
that i t tempts them to steal grain or similar food, and
the amount of spare time which the labourer has a t the
right season is seldom sufficient to allow him to cultivate any extensive garden or allotment.
While, therefore, the cost of living is certainly less
in agricultural districts than it is in the town, it would
be a mistake to suppose that the farm labourer can live
in comfort on a wage far below that of the industrial
worker. In proof, the following weekly budget may be
quoted, not a s an instance of what the labourer actually
spends, but of what he ought to be able to spend if he is
to maintain his family and himself in a condition sufficiently attractive to induce him to remain in agricultural
employment, and not add to the competition in the
overcrowded markets of the cities :s. d.
Food ..........................................
I3 6
Rent ...........................................
2
O
Fuel and lighting ...........................
I 9
Clothes .......................................
I
O
Club ..........................................
O 6
Beer, tobacco, and miscellaneous ...... I 6
20 3
Taking the items in detail, the cost of food seems
excessively high, though by a strange coincidence it
comes to within a few pence O € the amount that Mr.
Seebohm Rowntree has calculated to be the minimum
on which a family can properly subsist. I t is important
to remember, however, that the 13s. 6d. is quoted a s
the result of an official investigation made in connection
with the fiscal controversy in 1903, and that it is calculated on the cost of the food a t the shops in the
district, so that where the labourer grows his own vegetables, o r feeds his own pigs, the cost would be considerably less. Clothes are another item of which it
is extremely diflicult to speak with accuracy.
The
official inquiry already mentioned placed this amount
a s high a s 3s. a week, while other authorities have
put it a s IOW a s 9d., o r even, where a clothing club
exists, at 15s. for the year, without the expenditure
on boots. Probably among the poorer labourers a certain amount of second-hand clothing is received by way
of charity, and this would greatly alter this part of the
we’ekly budget.
But if a pound a week is approximately the amount
that the labourer requires for the maintenance of his
family, the wages he receives are in almost every case
insufficient for such expenditure. The official returns
which have been issued on the subject of agricultural
labourers’ wages present the condition of affairs ir! an
unduly favourable light. The returns were only filled
in by a small minority of the better employers; casual
labourers were not included; and the average for the
whole country was increased by the addition of
labourers in the industrial North, where even rural
wages are on a much higher level than elsewhere. In
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addition, all classes of agricultural labourers are
grouped together-both
those in charge of animals and
those who are labourers in the usual sense of the word.
Perhaps the truest representation of the real standard
of wages is obtained by giving the following figures
for an ordinary labourer in the wide area of the South,
Midland, and Eastern counties :
s. d.
W a g e s paid in cash .....................
13 5
W a g e s paid in kind .....................
2 8
16 I
T h e great difference between actual wages and necessary expenditure is too obvious to need further comment. But the insufficiency of the labourer’s wages
has one very serious result upon the whole question of
land reform.
Experts from all political parties have
agreed that the salvation of the agricultural labourer
can only be effected by making small holdings easily
accessible t o him. But in order t o become a successful
small holder he must first be in a position t o save
capital sufficient for the adequate development of the
holding. In their first report the Commissioners under
the existing Small Holding Act stated that, as a general
rule, applicants for holdings had been expected to produce evidence that they had capital of not less than
£5 for each acre for which they applied. Since a
labourer who is to be mainly or entirely dependent on
his holding would require some 30 o r 40 acres, this
means that he would have t o possess a capital of between £150 and A2oo-a
sum which could only be
saved from his present small wage by privation and
hardship. Indeed, two years later, the Commissioners
were forced t o admit that in purely agricultural areas,
where the wages of labourers were between 14s. and
18s. a week, there were few, if any, applicants who had
saved money, though they added that a young labourer,
who lived at home and was not married, might accumulate the necessary £1OO t o £200 in I O or 15 years.
But it should be noted that even this optimistic estimate
only offers the labourer the small holding as an alternative to marriage, yet it has been admitted that a wife
is one of the most essential aids t o a small hol’der’s
success. “ T h e value of a good wife,” said a speaker
at the recent Crystal Palace congress, “can hardly be
overestimated, and the proportion of the rent that she
can earn is certainly considerable.”
In conclusion, there is one other aspect of this wages
question which deserves mention. T h e greatest obstacle
in the way of securing the independence of the labourer
is his frequent dependence upon charity and the poor
law. T h e pauperisation of rural areas is not the least
grave of agricultural problems, and the cause of that
pauperisation is beyond doubt t o be found in the insufficiency of the labourers’ wages. I n order to demonstrate the extent t o which low wages are responsible
for pauperism, the following figures are appended for
certain agricultural counties :Weeklywage of
Ordinary Agricultural
Labourer.

Rate of Paupers
per 1,000 of
Population.

Expenditure on Poor
Law Relief per least
of Population.

s. d.
s. d.
14 I I
... 31
Oxford
...
9 3
Nor folk
15 4
... 34
*..
9 9
...
8 8
Suffolk
15 9
... 30
... 27 ... 7 5
North Riding 19 7
19
...
6 2
...
Westmorland 19 I
From this i t will b e seen that in the first three counties, where wages are low, pauperism is frequent and
costly. I n the last two districts, which are still mainly
agricultural, but where wages a r e on a higher scale,
pauperism is by comparison rare, and is a less serious
burden o n t h e ratepayers.
Such, then, is the position of the agricultural labourer
a t the present time. H e has little hope of improving
his position by becoming a small holder, and in a large
number of cases he h a s always t o face the possibility
of becoming dependent o n charity o r the Poor Law.
His amusements a r e few, and his standard of living is
not high. His cottages are frequently insanitary, or
with accommodation inadFquate for his whole family.
T h e cause of every o n e of these evils is the same. I t
is the insufficiency of his wages. By his own efforts he

cannot raise those wages. In spite of the efforts 06’
leaders like Joseph Arch, the labourer has always failec,
to combine successfully for the purpose of collective
bargaining with his employers.
Political action has
equally failed t o benefit him, for here again the employer has seemed too powerful t o be opposed. If the
agricultural labourer is t o be saved, it can only be by
the stronger workers of the great urban industries joining with him in his struggle, and electing Parliamentary
representatives who are ready t o protect his interests
a s well as those of their own constituents.

Patria Mia.
By Ezra Pound.

IV.
“ I t is strange how all taint of art or letters seems to
shun that continent” (America).
said Mr.
N o it is not strange, for every man, o r practically
every man, with enough mental energy to make him
intleresting is engaged in either business or politics.
And o u r politics are by now no more than a branch of
business.
“ And why do interesting men c’oncern themselves
with such matters? ” That question was asked me a
week ago.
I t is because these matters are very interesting. They
are in flux. There is constant change of condition. The
country is a different place each decade. There is no
institution-bar
the few general forms of government,
of customs, of police, etc., there is no actual institution, no business relation, which is static, and none to
which there is more than temporary allegiance.
I t is very difficult for me to make clear my meaning,
which is, in effect, simple enough.
T h e sort of man who made America is nomadic, o r
at least migratory. Europe, in the day of Clodovic,
was not more prey to swirls and tides of peoples. Out
of races static there came in the beginning the migratory element, and generation by generation this divid’ed
itself into parts, static and migratory, and the former
was marooned and left inert, and the latter pushed on
to new forests, to mines, t o grazing land.
Of the sort that went into Kansas in “the ’fifties,”
there went over the border into the new lands of
Canada and British Columbia 150,000 in, I think, 1907.
From the living members of my own family 1 know of
types of phases of civilisattion that have not only passed
from one belt of land, but are even gone entirely.
T h e static element of the Anglo-Saxon migration is
submerged and well nigh lost in the pool of the races
which have followed them.
I t is very hard, with so much unsorted matter in
my mind, t o hold closely to t h e theme I had intended
to disentangle; t o wit, that the business nian of
1840-60, of ’60-80, of 1912 is not the same
Nothing much is the same, except the climate and
its effects.
The type of man who built railways, cleared the
forest, planned irrigation, is different from the (type of
man who can hold on t o the profits of subsequent industry. Whereas this first man was a man of dreams,
in a time when dreams paid, a man of adventure, careless-this
latter is a close person, acquisitive, rapacious, tenacious. T h e first man had personality, and was,
“god dam you ” himself, Silas P. Hacker, or such
like. Thse present type is primarily a mask, his ideal is
the nickel-plated cash register, and toward the virtues
thereof he doth continual strive and tend.
T h e first man dealt with men, the latter deals with
paper. Apart from “business” he is a man “of little
comfort’’ and lacking in conversation.
I do not mean t o say that the adventurer is extinct
among us, or that the Anglo-Saxon is extinct. I simply
mean that the type of mind that brought business success in 1870 does not bring it in 1910, and as for adventure, I know two men in New York, full men, and
they have fought in battles and sailed before the mast
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and lived on everything from $2.50 per week, precarious, t o $7,500 per annum.
And once, when they were both for a space clerks in
an insurance office, I fell in with a certain versifier, one
not wholly lacking in taIents of imitation, and I took
him with me to their boarding house, partly because I
wished t o dilute the boredom which his unattended society
was causing me, partly because I thought it might d o
him good to be, for a space, among men.
And in the course of the evening, he being bold a s
a lion, thinking himself in face of the representatives of
hated commercialism, set himself to elevating conversation. H e insisted on reading to us a bad poem-of
somleone else’s (I say that, a t least, for him)-from a
current magazine, a profanation of some or lother
emotion.
And we three others were vastly embarrassed t o maintain our respectivre gravities. F o r in the first place the
clerks were born gentlemen, which the versifier was
not, and in the second, they knew vastly more of books
than ever hle did, or than ever he will; and one of (them
has a rare bent f o r reading between Shakespeare and
Rabelais, and he is a natural recounter of lifse, one
wielding a vocabulary and a racy, painted speech that
would do n o shame to his Elizabethan namesake. So
for a space this puppet, rhis poseur, u7ho has never read
anything printed before 1890, and whose whole a r t
consists in the imitation of one living author, instructed
us and simpered lof higher things.
And that is “ a r t in America,” or rather it is “literature.” And that is why “ the American ” cannot b e
expected to take i t seriously, and why it is left t o the
care of ladies’ societies, and of “current events’ clubs,”
and is numbered among the “cultural influences. ”
And the diseases of our art, or let me ‘say, for the
moment, of lour literature, are several.
Poetry is, in letters, t h e earlier form; a nation writes
good poetry before i t begins t o write good prose. W e
seem t o reverse this. There are some American books
-contemporary-which
are, though half in argot, well
written. They have ffie same excellsncies which one
finds among o u r “ advt.’’ writers. F o r in the composition of advertisements there is some attention paid t o
a living and effectivle style. Wherever there is an immediabe ratio between action and profit the American
will a t once develop his faculties.
Apart from such symptomatic prose, there is n o man
now living in America whose work is of the slightest
interest to any serious artist. I t is thbe glory of a nation
t o achieve a r t which can be exported without bringing
dishonour on iits origin.
Letters ape a nation’s foreign office. By the arts,
and by them almost al’one do nations gain for each
other any understanding and intimate respect.
I t is the patriotism (of the artist, and it is almtost
the only civic duty allowed him, t h a t he achieve such
work as shall not bring his nation into world’s eyes
ridiculous.
I t is important that channels of the a r t be kept clear.
O r , to leave all these metaphors and strain another:
Letters are also to a nation what sextants and such like
instruments are to a ship. I t is of vital import t h a t they
be accurate.
I t is of littlte matter if they are handled by only a few.
By them, and by them almost alone, can the administration of the nation “know where she is at.’’
T h e diseases, of American letters arle, first, foremost,
and primarily : dry-rot, magazitis. There a r e minor
diseases; for instance, in poetry there are certain poxes
as follows :There is the “ schsool of virility,” o r “ red blood ” ;
it seems t o imagine t h a t man is differentiated from the
lower animals by possession of the phallus. Thieir work
reads like a Sandow booklet.
There is the “ gorgeous school ” following the respective worsts of Kipling and o f ,Swinburne. Their
aim is, it seems, to name a s many constellations and t o
encumber them with<a s many polysyllabic adjectives as
p oss ib1e, appropriate or u n a pp r opr i at e.
There is the sociological school, which repeats in
’

weak verse the ideas expressed in the prose of last
year’s magazines.
There are under similar banner the post-Whitmanians. R o w Whitman was n o t a n artist, b u t a
reflex, the first honest reflex, in a n a g e of papiermache letters. €-Ire was the time and the people (of
1860-80);t h a t is, perhaps, as offensive a s anythcing one
can say of either.
H i s “followers” go njo further than t o copy the defects of his style. l h e y t a k e no count of the issue t h a t
a n honest reflex of 1912will result in something utterly
different from the reflex of 1865.
Ther’e is about the feet of all thesle splashers the
schlool lof “ normal production,” i.e., those who fill
pages with nice domestic sentiments inoffensively
versified.
And ‘over all this there swells the appalling fungus
of our “ better magazines.”

Epigrams.
T H E N E W GENIUS.
With the maligned and martyred suffragette
Genius to a newer note is set,
Which is, as our brave militant explains,
A great capacity for breaking panes.
THE TWO JUDGES.
(Heard some years ago a t the Old Bailey.)
A : The punishment for rape?
B : I t all depends
What special judge capricious Justice sendsIf X, well-named without the slightest wrench,
The chastest judge upon the English bench,
With unction slow he’ll wield Dame Virtue’s knife
And give you penal servitude for life.
If Y, whose shrewd and worldly wisdom recks
No sentimental nonsense re the sex,
He’ll sympathetically bind you over
With a gratuity to live in clover. *

T H E PRIMITIVE MAN.
With all the ardour of primaeval sex
H e buries fast his fangs within her neck’s
Soft U hiteness, but an unexpected wreath,
He leaves behind his artificial teeth.
THE JEWISH ARTIST.
The impudence of his artistic swank
More fragrant somehow do I find than rank,
Who paints upon his subtly purple banner,
“1 am the Oxford plus the Yiddish manner.”

THE BAYSWATER JEWESS.
Exalted cheekbones and a prattling smile,
A touch of mischief and a childish guile,
With teeth that twinkle and with lips that pleaseI n short, a Bayswaterian Viennese.
T H E HAMPSTEAD JEWESS.
So overwhelming breathed her powder’s reek,
So loud her dresses and her hats would shriek,
That you would entertain a false impression
And murmur a n ineffable expression,
Until you realise your wish is vain
By looking at her visage chastely plain.
T H E PRESIDENT.
In his prosaic healthiness you see
The inspiration of banality,
Who bellows from th’ es-Presidential seat
(Some superman bred-some super-street),
Who commandeers for his electoral feud
T e genius supreme of platitude,
W ile gnashing teeth these well-chewed maxims bite,
ccTwiceTwo is F o u r ; Good Good; and Right is Right.”
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T H E CAD AND T H E GENTLEMAN.
Your cad who kisses and proceeds to tell
Is rightly thrust into the social hell,
While few of those who his (sic) conquest toagt
Believe his uncorroborated boast.
Your gentleman of really subtle touch
Denies profusely and protests too much,
And by his chivalry’s most caitiff play,
Saves his own honour, gives the girl’.s away.
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Present-Day Criticism.
THERE
are certain areas of mental exploration, open to
all if we choose, in which, nevertheless, men of honour
and good taste never adventure : we expressly exclude,
for the moment, scientists. I n these areas rest such
problems-to
mention only what is to our purpose-as
the inclination to the practice of cruelty of a kind unhuman and yet sharply distinguished from the hot
savagery lof beasts : here lie almost inexplicable human
products as the Marquis de Sade, Fausta, the wife of
Constantine, Judge Jeffreys, Robespierre. The historian, whose duty may not altogether avoid these subjects, hurries past them, seeming unable to find, any
more than the freer critic of letters, among the words
possible for a man uf sense and taste to set together,
such as would not be degraded by detail of a character
f a r below infamy, detail of the character, unbeastlike
and unhuman, scarcely describable, unless in the artificial words o f science. By whomsoever we find such
studies wilfully composed, we had better suspect that
man.
On the extreme edge ‘of these infernal borders, history exhibits beings of comparative humanity; one sees
upon them a colour, sordid and filthy still, but of the
rational world; one recognises in them some capability
of human appeal; they may be reclaimed if only through
satiety ! Among these men stands the repentant Camille
Desmoulins, “ this public insulter who ended one
day by being human, this blackguard of verve and
talent,” a s Sainte-Beuve describes him : “ This man of
blood, saluter of the guillotine, ” a s he appears elsewhere.
knack
And he is-a
buffoon : do not be surprised-the
is rarely lacking in men of his order. H e possessed
especially the temper t o be playful with the victims he
killed in the names of patriotism and justice.”
You will wonder where all this may be concerned
since the rest of the article is referred to the British
Association recently in session a t Dundee. But read
that account ‘of the lecture by Dr. F. Wood-Jones, of
Epsom. Read that account made public by the “Daily
News ” : in other papers the report will scarcely be
found of this lecture so playfully entitled, “Hanging as
a Fine Art.’’ The “ Times,” the (‘Daily Telegraph,”
the ‘( Daily Mail ” warily correct the professor’s unmoral jest; they make him speak of “ Judicial Hanging.”
True, the ‘( Telegraph ” notes his “grim”
humour in advising the condemned how to ‘be hanged
“ comfortably ” : but we must go t o the “News”
for
the astounding truth about this scientist’s address. “ I t
is not a very nice subject,” he begins, in a manner pretentiously squeamish; and he proceeds with the first
smack *ofhis ugly wit-‘‘ But it is, nevertheless, a subject of importance, because if p u are going to hang a
nian at all you might just as well hang him in the best
way. ” A voluble individual, evidently, one to whom
economy of words even on a vile subject is of n o particular considmeration. H e will make his lecture popular,
lively enough. Of hanging in chains we hear something. “ Once the hanging of Thames pirates was one
of the sights of London,” remarked Dr. Wood-Jones,
” and
there was tremendous disappointment among
innkeepers and other purvleyors of public amusement
when they were no longer allowed.” W e hesitate
whether to credit the syntax to the professor or his reporter-but
one notes the enthusiastic language. And
here follows the dainty humour once more : ‘( Drawing
and quartering,” observed the lecturer, “was, of
course, a beastly process, but i t was made nicer for the
man by hanging him first, thus rendering him semiconscious.” Behold that old page of blood and filth,
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beneath decent shame to remember as part of our legal
history, hlear it so merrily recapitulated in the heartless
slang of the playground and with thle delicate scurrility
of the boudoir ! W h o would dream that we are hearmg
of an old national disgrace-and
one not so very old,
not so old a s t o have lost its stain? Dr. Wood-Jones
will talk of “ pure suspension by the neck,” and as
familiarly of “ the drop ” and the “ New Drop ”which cbould ‘ ‘ comfortably accomodate twelve persons
a t a time,” and which was “ hailed with acclamation.”
Hear the man ! with his hangman’s “ comfortableness”
and accomodation, and his gossip ‘of a libertine and
blood-thirsty mob. H e forgets whom he is addressing,
this glib doctor! With whlom can he associatce to perinit him to chat about shameful things? But, undoubtedly, so. much of this lecture was not intended to
become public. As we have seen, even the daily Press,
brutal a s it too often is, saw some reason to suppress
. the jests with which this professorial “purvleyur of
amusement” diverted his select audience. Only the
“ Daily News ” hfearty breakfaster
let the stinking cat
o u t of the bag. But what a foolish thing to familiarise
the half-taught crowd that learns, where it learns a t all,
from newspapers, with this indecent diversion of men
of (science. The “ Telegraph,” the “Daily Mail” knew
better: i t wouldn’t d o ! For whatever reason-it
wouldn’t do! One reason may safely be assigned,
namely, that the public expects from men of science
confirmation of thle best public morals and manners.
Facetiousness on such a subject-everyone
heard of
the creature who mocked the condemned Seddon in the
Appeal Court : we ourselves once saw a couple of Em.bankment vagrants reading a newspaper, reading,
chuckling and nudging, and the page was headed“ Village Murder. ”
Faceti’ousness’on the subject of bloodshed depraves
public opinion. With jokes Jeffreys condemned his victims before a rabble allowed and encouraged to behave
infamously. With jokes Judge Darling destroys all
hope in some wretched criminal: and the ape among
the public rejoins with a cruel gesture. In times of
riot and sack and massacre you will find the cruel
buffoon foremost wherever there is evil doing. Sometimes he is on thle right side, sometimes on the wrongit depends which is the stronger and mare sanguinary.
If riot becomes revolution, the bloodthirsty man becornes a patriot. H e will spy, will denounce, will drive
the victim under the rope; he wilI judge, and that is to
say will condemn, the fairest, the noblest head. W e
should do wisely t o have no public employment for these
men of blood, for the breed is infernal; they will kill for
condemned felons (they are voluble as judiciaries and
patriots) whomsoever they may-More
and the Lady
Grey, Charles Stuart and Admiral Byng, Louis and the
Princess de Lamballes, Chénier and Ferrer : they will
kill also Danton and Desmoulins and Robespierre himself-shedding the best or the worst blood-it is their
temper to denounce, to condemn, and to kill.
A certain type of citizen considers it sturdy to talk
inexorably about the justice of judicial murder. But
no courage is required. In a contemporary there appeared recently a reference to Victor Hugo’s aversion
from the law of capital punishment’: a falsely sturdy,
a contemptuous, and a facetious explanation of the
poet’s feelings-“ H u g o disliked the notion of sepclrating a man’s head fram his body.” That sort of comment requires no courage, it is nothing but braggart
froth. Let the man keep silence, for the sight of anyone he loved in peril would prove him t o have .been a
chattering fool. But when a member of the British
Association is permitted by his colleagues to address
them in the manner of the canaille, who is to be rcbuked? W e ask a t once-where are we tending? Our
times are not orderly. Men greatly need men of honour
and dignity as models. The ordeal of force may (once
more prov(e ?nevitable. If we would escape something
of the least tolerable horrors of disorder, we ought to
make short work of the sanguinary buffoon, be he
scientist or judge or journalist or whomsoever, For the
time to teach men to suspect m d avoid him will be too
late on the day of revolt
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Pat riots.
B y Leonard

Inkster.

I AM staying in a clean little place, high up and open.
Twlo miles over windy farm land and you reach the
lighthouse. Roads right and left lead for a mile to the
chalk cliffs, and below the slea sings her unheeded,
uninterpreted songs. I n the gloaming, a s we come
home t o the bar-parlours, the lighthouse lzntern sheds
its red glare weirdly over the corn; and in the barparlours are jersied men of the sea, here a character,
h$ere “ hardly a man you can call a fisherman,” and
here one of the grand sort, a Stephen Reynolds’
Benjy.”
I t had seemed cnspoilt, unspoilable in
essentials, and one put up with a few little excrescences
such a s trippers from Mudlington-on-Dishwater. But
this year there is khaki.
I have recovered from my personal annoyance.
True, the blue is cr’owded out of the bar-parlour by the
yellow-green ; equally true, the gramophone is raucous
through the day and you cannot hear your v’oice in the
tail hours of the evening for the sentimental songs and
the shouting. Still, it is a creditable, if superficial
manifestation of life. The girls of the place are in high
feather ; and a t a pinch one can imagine the atmosphere
of a military occupation.
But on a cjertain wet Sunday I had a vision. Individual Terriers (privates) had been chummy ; collectivlely
they appeared unaware of other people’s existence ;
officers had been what the world knows officers in
uniform always are. And on that wet windy Sunday,
walking to the station two miles off, I mlet a Terrier,
drenching and sweating under a gentleman’s bag. And
sudldenly I asked myself, why is he doing i t ? He
loloked surly; but not to do it was out lof the question. W h y ? I considered how Terriers had behaved
to me, and I reflected that, chummy or contemptuous,
they would not have carried that bag for me in surly
inertia two miles to the railway station, even for mloney,
to g e t a soaking before their Sunday dinner. Well, of
course, he had been sent by his officer. W h y did he
so obviously obey? A fortnight later and wouldn’t he
have damned the impertinence of the request?
Military discipline, the first of military virtues. Yes,
but why in the case of just that man did the command
of another man operate so unquestionably, so automatically? I looked in the man’s face to find
patriotism, devotion to a great ideal, a smiling hope
to defend his country, his faith, his women and children.
I have no doubt these things were hidden somewhlere
deep in his breast, but on his face was the look of the
working man to whom it did net occur t o disobey his
paymaster. And I realised, not indeed that the Territorial-Force i s a sham (though, indeed, it looks sloppy
on parade, and two regular soldiers I know despise it),
b u t that a t the back of all modern militarism there is a
sham which so many things besides the brass band
braying “ Rule, Britannia ” in my ear, help to
bolster up.
Let me not be misunderstood. The true idealist
sees so much good and bad in all institutions, that he is
very chary of wishing to abolish any institution. I
have no care to preach mutiny o r t o attack a system
which is our one bulwark against universal service. I
have served as correspondent with a Territorial Brigade
and know the good Private Albert Robinson gets from
the air, the exercise, the rations, yes, and the discipline
in tent and field which is a change from the discipline
of mill or stool. The Fleet is magnificent; the Army is
magnificent ; the Territorials, the Church, Shakespeare,
the National Gallery are glorious expressions of life.
We say, “These things we can do over and above
our little businesses of getting our daily bread.” I realise
thesje things and am patriotic. I love passionately
Shakespeare’s England. I know a s much history a s
most. And I have the proper feeling when I see
Beachy Head o r the Thames after a continental stay.
But when I come to ask what is the precise human
utlitarian cause of all these thicgs; of the fleet that
dashed SQ finely past cur coast the other d a y ; of the
“

Army the privates in which I respect so much; of the
Territorials, whose officers a few mornings ago stepped
up to my eating room for sherry and bitters and competition in the sort of stories that motor-owning sons
of provincial manufacturers d o compete in, of that
orderly trudging along the wet road for one of these
great gentlemen, even of the efficient captain spending
his self and his money, and proud of his company a s a
father of children; when I ask what is behind all this,
then I find two very different answers to the question.
’Thle brass band is playing one tune and calls i t
patriotism. And, no docbt, a s I have said, beneath
that orderly’s slave-driven look this thing was somewhere in his breast. The efficient captain has faith;
the fleet has faith; the faith is in the necessity to
defend women and children and h@omeagainst-shall
we say?-the
Germans.
After the fleet had passed,
casual acquaintances and I were discussing this affair
of Germany. W e agreed that we were ignorant. For
all we knew, there might be war in six months’ time.
W e also agreed that war with the Germans was impossible.
T h e actual body of men forming this magnificent
spectacle of force are in the average neither more nor
less patriotic than the rest of us, each engaged in his
separate service of building National Galleries o r
writing Shakespeare. The first thing to do if we care
for truth is to get rid of the flummery that seeks to
bolster up the idea that there is any exceptional virtue
o r chivalry in the business. The workman is worthy of
his hire. This is an entirely unpractical article; I do
not seek to diminish o r augment our own particular
fleet. T h a t question is for experts who know better
than I whether we shall have to defend our women,
etc., in six months’ time. As a matter of fact, England
has only had to d o this three or four times in history.
In British times she defended and lost; in Saxon times
she defended and lost; in Tudor times she defended and
won. Germany does not want to settle in England as
did the Saxons, nor to change our religion as Spain
tried to do.
Secondly, we have to work for the abolition of those
experts who make shams possible, deceiving poor
innocent colonels and hard-working captains and the
orderly with the gladstone bag. Whatever Germany
may want with us or England with Germany, it has
nothing to d’o with Germans or English. Diplomatic
England will not (cannot) reduce her armaments;
Germany is similarly placed. Therefore the diplomacy
of both must go. There was a glorious battle about
which little Peterkin was told that n o one knew the
cause. Few indeed have been the wars of which the
people as a whole have known the cause. There are
games which a few expert individuals play. ’They call
these games by such names a s war and finance, and
then they have the impudence to say that the financiers
are the best guarantors of peace, which is like saying
that capitalists are necessary to labour. I t is, of
course, not financiers but finance, not capitalists but
capital, that are necessary, and a good deal more
efficient than any “ ists ” o r “ers.” My casual
acquaintances, ordinary business clerks, saw the solution in Socialism alone Well, whatever Socialism may
o r may not do as an economic force, if these few
expertst ‘on the surface of all nations will not give up
their silly games of deceit, something like Socialism,
somcething rising up from beneath must tell them to
stop their nonsense.
I am obviously not attacking our own armaments,
nor saying they should be less efficient. I am not sure
whethler the idealist would seek to abolish war and the
institutions which do provide work to make men fine.
Economically fleets and armies are absolute waste, but
if Ruskin compared our training camps with our
present horrible arts of peace he might pray t o the. god
of war. But he would also certainly see all th(esle fine
things, and these ordinary men becoming fine, in the
service nlot ultimately of patriotism but of a few men
playing a game utterly unrelated to the spirit of the
nation and modern needs. And so on second thoughts
the idealist would reject the theory of evil that good
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may come, a theory that is even held by exellent
people t o justify the existence of slums. He would say,
If this silly and altogethler unreal business produces
finer men and more glorious phenomena than do the
arts of peace, then we must reform the arts of peace,
that i s all. T h e idealist is the true realist, seeking to
brush away the waste that floats over and obscures the
depths of life itself. Having abolished one silly
pretence he would go on to attack another till life itself
was clear a s these sea waters, and grand like Stephen
Reynolds’ Benjy sitting in the bar-parlour below me a s
I write.
Supposing there is a yellow peril; suppose the world
is not yet all civilised; suppose that mixed with the
sham of the experts there is a real need for the
maintenance of force. Suppose that, the nations truly
united and the abolition of diplomatic-capitalistic
ententes, there is yet need for vast and powerful police
force. Still, that does not prevent u s from pointing
out the present sham.

Views and Reviews.*
WHENa man prepares “ a programme for Tory
Democracy,” and claims that he “ deals with the
Nation a s it is,’’ a reader previously unconcerned with
philosophical questions will find himself speculating on
the nature of reality. For thse indubitable fact is that a
Tory Democracy does not, and never did, exist;
although there were in the middle of last century, and
are even now, a flew hybrids known a s Tory
Democrats, epigoni that never had prototypes.
A
party that does nlot exist can dispense with a programme. Mr. Loftus’ claim to reality is not substantiated by the use of such an hypostatised
abstraction as “ the Nation,” for Disraeli showed that
there were a t least two Nations in England. When we
find that “ National Character and National, History ” and Historical Genius and Historical Evolution” are a h included among the guiding principles
of Tory Democracy, we can trace Mr. Loftus’ descent
without trouble. H e is derived, not from Disraeli, but
from that Tory candidate in a work of fiction, the title
and authorship of which I have unfortunately forgotten,
who declared that his principles were, “ Hearths and
Altars, Capital and Labour, Crown and Sceptre,
Elephant and Castle. ”
W h a t has the Conservative Party to do with Toryism,
and with what historical authority can Mr. Loftus
write of “ the conservative love of continuity ” ? Does
he know that Disraeli called Conservatism “ the mule
of politics, without pridle of ancestry or hope of
posterity,” and that Taper, in “ Coningsby,” knew
that “ a sound Conservative government ” meant
“ T o r y men and W h i g measures ” ? Possibly Mr.
Loftus does not know : he “ imagines” that the fusion
of 1886 is responsible for the present homogeneity of
politics, he “ imagines ” that the Tory and Conservative parties were identical. On this point, Disraeli
is a better guide. H e has tlold us that the Conservative
party is a s parvenu a s our peerage, is no older than the
Tamworth manifesto of 1834. H e has told us that “ it
was from such materials, ample in quantity, but in all
spiritual qualities most deficient ; with great numbers,
largely acred, Consoled up to their chins. but without
knowledge, genius, thought, truth, o r faith, that Sir
Robert Peel was t o form a ‘ great Conservative party
on a comprehensive basis.’”
I t was a Jew who wrote
that faith is the evidence of things not seen, and Mr.
Loftus is not untrue to his political ancestry; he
certainly has faith.
But even Conservatism meant something, and
Disraeli has told u s what it was. “ T h e awkward
question naturally arose, what will you conserve? The
prerogatives of the Crown, provided they are not
exercised ; the independence of the House of Lords,
provided it is not asserted ; the Ecclesiastical Estate,
provided it is regulated by a commission of laymen.
Everything, in shlort, provided that it is a phrase and
* ‘‘ The Conservative Party and the Future.” By Pierse
Loftus. (Swift. IS. net.)

not a fact.” The political mule does not kick against
the pricks, so we find Mr. Loftus boasting, in the mood
of Tennyson’s brook : “ Political programmes come and
g o ; the legislative controversies of one decade are
forgotten in thle next; but the political ideas which we
of the Tory Democratic Party represent remain.” I t
is unfortunate that Mr. Loftus does not state whether
thlese ideas remain to be invented or to be realised;
what is quite certain is that none of his proposals is
derived from his principles, but all are prompted by
expediency. They are Conservative only in this sense,
that they assume the conservation of a system that,
according to Mr. Loftus, has brought us to the point
of revolution.
Let there be no doubt; hfr. Loftus’ intentions are
of the best, although his expression OT them lacks
precision. For example, hIe says : “ Abstract theory
shiould not be applied suddenly to thle State, a s the
Liberal would apply it, any more than a physician
would apply abstract theory t o the individual regardless
of his nature, habits, and constitution. ”
The simile
is a little unfortunate, for the moree skilled physicians
are progressing towards the sudden application of
abstract theory. The homœopaths already cure patients
with the tenth dilution of nothing, and the various
forms of mental healing are nothing but abstract theory
applied in direct contradiction to the habits, at least,
of the individual. But we know what Mr. Loftus
means. He means : “ Don’t do as the Liberals dmo,”
or, more correctly, don’t agree publicly with what they
do. For example, denounce the Insurance Act, but
don’t pledge yourselves to repeal i t ; denounce the
Children’s Charter, and the Liberal Licensing Bills,
and, in fact, all Liberal legislation, as being opposed
to the “ Historical Genius and Historical Evolution ”
of the English people, but promise, a t the most, drastic
amendments. Above all, read “ Seems So,” by
Stephen Reynolds, so that you may be able to talk to
the people about themselves ; read the “ Eye-VC%ness,”
so that you may demand, for platform purposes, the
publication of the names of the subscribers to the party
funds; read THE NEW AGE, so that you may be able
t o contrast your “ practical ” scheme of Co-partnership
with the merely “ theoretical ” plan of co-management
proposed by that organ; but don’t mention your sources
too often, or with too much approval.
“ Therefore
we h’old,” says Mr. Loftus, “ that
reforms in the State must be as with reforms in the
individual, tbey must take account of the past, of-e
peculiarities of the people-in
short, they must take
account of National Character and National History.
Thus, a measure that suits France o r Germany is by
no means certain to suit us.” When Stephen Undershaft spoke of thle English National Character, his
father retorted: “ Stephen, my boy, I’ve found your
profession for you; you ought to be a journalist.” But
there must be rather more reality behind Mr. Loftus’
belief in the same abstractiton, for he actually proposes
a reform that, in spite of the fact that it was first prc
posed by a body of “ theoretical” politicians,
undoubtedly has thle old English glamour f’or a Tory
Democrat.
The fixation of the duration of Parlia
ment is simply thle Chartist demand for annual
Parliaments attenuated by a Tory. But the Refer
endum has no such origin; and Switzerland, to which
Mr. Loftus refers with such approval, has probably
suffered more from the Puritans than we have, and
anyhow, was never “ Merrie England.”
Mr. Loftus’ Toryism is indeed suspect, for his
political theory is simply “ Imitate the foreigner. ” In
addition to the Initiative and the Referendum (perhaps,
even, the Recall), he proposes Federalism in opposition
to Home Rule. Federalism obviously is derived from
democratic, not Tory principles; it is, as a matter of
fact, th’e product of those Radical “ theoretical ”
politicians that Mr. Loftus affects to despise. I t is best
exemplified by the Republics of America and Switzerland, the German Empire differing from these in its
practical establishment of an hegemony. Mr. Loftus’
“ Conservative
love of continuity ” is, perhaps, not
adlequately expressed by his proposals.
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When he says that “ wages must be raised,” we are
also unable to reconcile his demand with his principles.
For the “ Historical Evolution” of thle English
workers, if Thorold Rogers is to be believed, has been
towards poverty since the sixteenth century, and no
true Tory would want to oppose our “ Historical
Genius ” in this matter. But Mr. Loftus is a true
Tory, in spite of his Whiggish sentiments; for he proposes Tariff Reform, which will not raise wages.
1 concludce that Tory Democracy, a s undcerstood by
Mr. Loftus, is really that Conservatism of which
Disraeli said : “ While forms acd phrases are religiously cherished in order to make the semblance of a
creed, the rule 0f practice is to bend to the passion or
combination of the hour.” I have referred to some of
Mr. Loftus’ sourcesl; ti0 them may be added G. K.
Chesterton. Flor Mr. Loftus uses words like
democracy,” phrases like “ Merrie England,” and
denounces the Puritans for abolishing the Maypole and
the Morris dances just as though he were a Liberal.
He probably adopted the word “ T o r y ” because it is
fatherless, in this age, and addressed himself to the
Conservative Party because a Liberal Unionist, to
whom he attributes the “ drifting opportunism ” which
has been “ the fault of the Conservative Party,” proposed the very fiscal reform that Mr. Loftus now urges
in the name ‘of Tory Democracy. Although he objects
to the Socialist “ theoretical” politicians because “ they
construct an abstract formula and apply it tro mankind,”
etc., yet when he comes to write of Women’s Suffrage
he can speak “ of being a unit in an ordered State ” in
phrases that are transcribed from H . G. Wells; and,
unlike the love of God, bis circumference is everyA. E. R.
whiere and his centre is nowhere.
“

The Treatment

of the Insane in

Private Care.*
By Alfred

E. Randall.

IN continuation of a previous article, I propose to show
that it is possible to treat insanity outside of an asylum.
Nothing but an appeal to facts will release the English
public from the delusion that all lunatics are dangerous,
and that incarceration in an asylum is necessary to the
public safety. I t will surprise many to learn that, in
Scotland, it has been possible since 1866 for a physician
to exercise some discretion in the matter of treatment.
H e may place a patient, whose insanity is not confirmed, in any private house and under any guardian
that he chooses for a period not exceeding six months;
and his certificate is not sent to the Commissioners in
Lunacy, but is held a s a protective instrument by the
person selected. The legal, political, and social consequences of certification are thus delayed; and, in the
meantime, medical skill has an opportunity of treating
the most curable stages of the disease. But not all the
lunatics are confined in asylums; for from 18 to 2 0 per
cent. of the pauper lunatics of Scotland are living in
private dwellings throughout the country. Further, in
Glasgow they have discovered that a considerable number of cases which present mental symptoms do not require asylum care, but can be successfully treated in
hospital. T h e cases which are sent to the mental
hospital, which is a separate pavilion of the general
hospital, are admitted in the same manner a s patients
are admitted t o the general hospital-that
is to say,
they are ’ o t placed under any form of lunacy certification. T h e period of residence is limited t o six weeks.
At the end of that time the patient must be discharged.
H e must either be sent back to his friends or discharged
a s recovered, or he must be certified and sent t o an
asylum or boarded out.
If we want to be absolutely convinced that the high
walls, the bolts and bars, the padded rooms OF an
asylum are as obsolete a s the chains and shackles
abolished by Dr. Conolly, we have only to look a t the
town of Gheel, in Belgium. I n that town, and its
neighbouring hamlets, is a lunatic ___---population of about

* “ T h e First Signs of Insanity.” By Dr. Bernard
Hollander. (Stanley Paul. 10s. 6d. net.)

enjDying almost entire liberty and sharing the
family life of those with wbom they live. In cottages
and farmhouses, in the company lof women and children,
they live and work; and it is fround that the influence oi
children is incalculable for good, and no case is known
of any child being injured by a patient. Certainly, no
homicidal patients are sent there; but the fact is eloquent of the beneficial results of a normal life on persons in an abnormal state ‘of mind. Of cmrse, the
patients are not neglected. Besides the head physician,
there are six resident medical officers, and a number of
inspectors-; and a strict systcni of supervision prevails,
somewhat analogous to that of the Lunacy Commissioners and Visiting Justices in England. There is a
small central hospital, which serves a s a sickroom for
patients suffering from physical ailments and a s a retreat for those who are overtaken by recurrent temporary attacks of acute insanity. A similar system
exists at Lierneux, in Belgium, and a t Dun-sur-Auron,
in France.
Individual treatment, which is so necessary and is
impossible in an asylum, becomes comparatively easy
when 2,000 patients are located in 600 different dwellings; and Dr. Hollander states that “ family care
presents a method of dealing with the insane which is
feasible in a great number of cases, which is curative in
some, whici?‘ is improving, tranquillising, and humcini.-ing in very many, and which in suitable cases, even
where improvement is not to be expected, is mgre free,
happy, and wholesome than existence in a n asylum cati
ever be.” T h e advantages of this method seem to
have been observed everywh’ere but in England; for
Germany, Russia, Holland, and Italy have followed the
example of Belgium and France, and have established
centres for the family care of the insane.
But family care is almost Utopian in England, where
all lunatics are still regarded a s raving maniacs. Besides, it is doubtful whether we shouid have a sufficient
number of skilled doctors to attend a distributed population of mental patients. Until a few years ago the
study of insanity was not included in the medical curriculum; and it is obvious that even now English
students can get no more than a smattering of theoretical knowledge, f o r thse asylums are closed to them, and
the hospitals have neither observation wards nor outpatient departments for this disease. It is possible to
get a comprehensive knowledge of the subject in
Munich, for example, but not in London. “ In Professor Kraepelin’s clinic a t Munich,” says Dr. Hollander,
“they have 16 doctors and 53 attendants for 120 beds,
not counting the various lecturers and out-patient
physicians. T h e admissions number 1,500 to 2 , 0 0 0
patients per annum. Besides Professor Kraepelin’s
clintical demonstrations for ordinary, advanced, and
post-graduate students, thers nre lecturers and lectures
on the experimental method in psychology, on mental
cases of medico-legal importance, on pathological
anatomy, and thle histology of the brain in insanity, on
sero-diagnosis, on clinical psychiatry, exhibiting apparatus and instruments, on topographical anatomy,
and on neurological cases. Every ef€ort is being made
to investigate insanity from a clinical, pathological,
psychological, and sociological point of view.” I t is
suggested that in the interest of the sufferers, for the
furtherance of science, and for the spread of knowledge
in the medical profession, in every large city there
should be hospital wards for the treatment of acute insanity. They should be open to the public and t o
medical students, exactly a s are the other wards of a
general hospital. There should also be an out-patient
department in connection with this phase of hospital
treatment.
I t may be doubted whether the suggestion is practicable, in vie-,v of the fact that most of OUÏ hospitals are
supported by voluntary contributions, which do not
suffice to keep them out of debt. There is more hope of
the proposal to establish Reception Houses for the Insane, for thse London County Council is builtding such a
place a t Denmark Hill. I t is something of a disgrace to
London that even this beginning has only been made
possible by the munificence of one of the greatest
authorities on lunacy in the country, Dr. Maudsley,
2,000,
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who has provided £30,000 for this purpose. Anyhow,
a beginning is being made, and it is to be hoped that
public spirit will provide a sufficient number of such
places t o enable thle early stages of insanity t o be
treated.
Instead of pauper patients being removed to the
workhouse or infirmary by the relieving officer, and
from thence transferred tlo an asylum, they will be sent
direct to a Reception House, and be immediately under
the Icare of medical men who have specialised in mental
disease. They will there be detained until it is seen
whether it is necessary to send them to an asylum, and,
If so, t o what kind of asylum, or whether they can be
discharged without having t o be put away a t all. It is
practically certain that many cases would recover a t the
Reception House, and would never have to be certified
insane ; and the disastrous consequences that a t present
follow on public action in this matter would be avoided.
I t is further proposed t o attach out-patient departments
to these Reception Houses, which, a s it would be known
that certification and incarceration would not be the
necessary consequences of applying for advice, would
attract sufferers from the early and curable stages of
the disease, while providing a mass of material for observation ; thus enabling the medical profession of this
country to become skilled in the diagnosis and treatment
df incipient insaniity.
I t will be seen from the foregoing remarks that, in
every respect, England is in the rearward lof knowledge
on this subject. The lawyer has stood in the way of
thse doctor, and prevented him from doing his best by
stereotyping popular ignorance in legal enactments.
When it is remembered tbat, until about a century ago,
the brain received hardly any attention from doctors,
and even now the knowledge of its mental functions is
still obscure, it will be seen how necessary it is that
every facility should b e afilorded flor scientific study of
it. The legal definition of insanity and prescription of
treatment have not reduced the incidence of the disease;
it is time that the doctors, whose business is cure and
not punishment, were released from their bondage to a
legal formula.

REVIEWS.
The Complete Yachtsman.

By B. Heckstall-Smith
and Captain E. du Boulay. (Methuen. 15s. net.)
THISis a book on which no landlubber can pronounce
a judgment. All that we can do is t o announce its
appearacce, and wonder whether life is long enough to
permit of the development of the ccmpbete Yachtsman.
The vocabulary alone would require a couple of years’
study, and then it would probably be discovered that
thtere were various local dialects to be mastered before
one could be considered proficient in the a r t of sailortalk. But when in addition to this the technicalities of
sailing a boat have to be mastered, the set of the tides
studied and the hundred and one details by which a
pilot gets his living known, the signals committed to
memory, the sailing rules learnt, to say nothing of the
simple matter of building a boas, learning tu do everything necessary to her, keeping her motor in running
order, w e can only sit and gape a t the prospect. One
might learn to tie the various knots in a lifetime, but
to build a boat, cast a course, and sail it, calls for
more than one re-incarnation. However, here is the
book to tell everybsdy everything ablout it, and it is
probably intelligible to those who understand the subject. The illustrations certainly help to make the text
intelligible.

The Vigil of Venus, and other Poems. By “Q.”

(Methuen. 3s. 6d. net.)
There are poem’s and poems, and, to be precise, thpse
arc the other kind of poems. The “ Vigil of Venus”
is II translation, not too accurate, of the Pervigilium
Veneris; and reads like an exercise in automatic
anapaests, with a refrain that should sound well at the
baIIad concerts : “ Now learn ye to love who loved
:lever-now ye who have loved, love anew!” Thcre is
a one-act play called “ T h e Regent,” which is probably
poetic; for the scene is on the Adriatic, the time is the

sixteenth century, the story includes a love affair and
what the reporters call “ a double tragedy,” o r murder
and suicide. With these qualifications, there is no need
for much excellence in the quality of the verse; and the
dialogue avoids the dramatic quality with much skill.
“ Lucetta !
Curse Lucetta and her tongue ! Am I a
child, t o be nagged by waiting-maids?” The other
trifles keep well within the experience of ordinary people
and the accomplishments of minor poets; and we must
congratulate Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch, but not too
ardently, cm a modesty that is not misplaced. His work
really is no better than he thinks it is, or tried to
make it.
Memories. By Sir Frederick Wedmore. (Methuen.
7s. 6d. net.)
In other words, Sir Frederick Wedmore is getting
old, if, indeed, he was ever young. When Irving
absent-mindedly introduced him to Ellen Terry, the
actress replied: “ Why, I knew him before you were
born, Henry.’’ So did we all, and found him what he
appears to be in this book, a not too dainty taster of
society, a connoisseur ,of a r t who seemingly had no
principle of selection by which to choose his artistic
friends. Even before the indignity of a knighthood had
been thrust upon him, he had been admitted t o the
houses of the g r e a t ; and there are curios in every collection. Sir Frederick Wedmore saw them all, and,
perhaps, himself received some polite scrutiny. But if
anyone suppoaes that Sir Frederick Wedmore is willing
to tell anything of interest, he o r she is mistaken : Sir
Frederick simply does not remember it. H e is only
concerned t o describe the readings of Charles Dickens,
the performances of Irving, Ellen Terry, Mrs. Kendal,
and some others, to mention casually the papers to
which he has been “ privileged to rather largely contribute,” and to talk just a little about prints and their
collectors. Of his involved phrasing we say little : he is
an “artist in prose,” according to the advertisement,
and these involutions may be intended to produce some
Post-Impressionist effect that we are incapable of feeling. Tto us, they are simply examples of anacoluthon.

The Demon. By C. N. and A. M. Williamson.
(Methuen. IS.)
The “ usual rubbish.”
Bright Shame. By Keighley Snowden. (Stanley Paul.
6s.)

Our free-thinking ‘ intellectuals ’ adont without
misgiving the celibate cult. I t is no wonder that we
are plagued with a pestilent literature of eroticism.”
Here is a phial of the pestilence from the pen of the
author who in a former novel played with the notion
of two married persons pretending not to be legally
married. Mr. Snowden, then, i s not likely to adopt
the celibate cult, that easy p i t h t o perdition; he and his
creations will walk the deserts and climb the precipices
of “life, the great mystery,” otherwise sexual
endeavour. Ah, the loneliness of it in this age of
asceticism !
“

The Somnambulist.
B y S.

D. Shallard.

IN the hot, white noon of a spring day I entered the
streets of an old and beautiful town, only tco clearly
a very busy place. Indeed, none appeared sufficiently
a t leisure even to heed the humble inquiries of a
traveller, until a t length I came upon a peasant woman,
silver-haired and with faded blue eyes, who ivvalked on
the cooler side of the cathedral hlolding a boy by the
hand and reading to him from an old brown book some
verses about battle 09 the high seas. Pausing to mark
the place with her finger, she replied briefly : ‘‘It is
called a City of Sleep.” Laughingly I indicated the
hurrying throng. She repeated simply : “ They sleep.
It is a city of sleepers,” and sauntering on, returned to
her vers es.
I passed across the Cathedral Square to the High
Street, and whilst so doing some faculty in me became
consciculs that the throng indeed did sleep. Some few
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were in waking mood, but these s a t apart, contemplative of the scene before them, o r strolling with reflective
air. These eyed the stranger--so outlandishly garbed !
-and smiled in.a friendly way, or lmurmured a ward of
greeting. The mzny were asleep-caught in dreams of
ambition, luxury, love, appetite, revenge. Like automatons they swaggered, strutted, shufned, ambled,
jostled one another, in a sort of perpetual motion.
Where the High Street broadened into a market place
narrow alleys showed a vista of blue hills. A little
farther a break in the line of houses revealed walled
gardens and green orchards powdered with pink and
white blossoms. South-east from the Market place,
where the cobbles ended a t the open yard of the Woolpack Tavern, ran the seaward road between ploughed
fields, a brown ribbon disappearing over a ridge some
two miles distant, beyond which spread the crescent
bay.
By my newly-aroused faculty I became aware that
none of these things was visible to the eyes of the restless sleep-walkers, n o more than the beauty of their
own streets and gardens, or the rare Gothic carvings of
their cathedral and guild-houses.
T o the vision of each hurrying somnambulist was
present alone his own phantasy. T o one youth, with
nervous twitching lip and unequal stride, the marketplace-clear of stall or bench-was packed with a multitude which again and again acclaimed his name as Tribune of the People, until a t last, moving forward with a
mighty rush, it carried him to the Parliament House of
the capital, and to the fame and popularity which ever
have a marketable value in high places.
Another, in the glow and vigour of complete physical
health, saw himself, whip in hand, mzlrshalling
hundreds of slaves a s they raised, block by block, the
great columns of a countryside mansion standing amid
pleasure grounds and spreading vineyards. At each
crack of the whip the slaves worked faster and ever
faster.
T h a t girl, hurrying with hands locked behind her, is
in a golden chariot, silk clad and diademed, six horses
tearing forward, riding down all who do not heed her
driver’s cries, whilst, as she flashes by, all eyes devour
her beauty and marvellous apparel.
T h a t hungrylooking man, pale and eager, pursues his vision of gold,
before him are piles ‘of coin into which he has but to
plunge in order to fill the pockets of his hunger, yet
ever finding a host of mocking spirits between the itching fingers and the shining pile. T h a t grave and
reverend person, whose costume betokens good burgess
rank, sees not the stalls or booths or quaint upper
stories of the timbered houses upon which his benevolent glances appear to play. H e is bending in haughty
condescension to obsequious petitioners, rival courtiers
once, beautiful women who had slight’ed him, all now
bowing before the King’s Viceroy, loaded with proud
titles.
S o obsessed is each with his dreams, so eager to
pursue, that the weak and helpless fall in the press
almost unheeded, their half-stifled cries adding to the
general clamour. N o t quite unheeded, though, for one
Dreamer lifts here and there a crushed and helpless
figure and bears it from the throng. This is one who,
by common consent of all the others, is called “ T h e
Dreamer,” for he sees ever a vision od men and women
going gently and leisurely about the world, delving for
riches only in the minds and hearts of their fellows,
esteeming this a s the greatest of industries, and old
friendships cherished as the best of husbandry.
Dreamer, ind,eed, for anything less like the life of the
city around him could hardly be lmagined. Yet it is
strange that this is almost the only one of the city‘s
dreams which can persistently penetrate and disturb the
obsessions of fellow somnambulists. At times they are
in the mood t o slay him, or more often t o laugh away
half-contemptuously the disturbance of their own vision.
Yet they cannot entirely escape.
Presently the shadows lengthen, the blue hills deepen
t o purple, and beyond them sinks the sun. As the light
fades from the sky the sleepers shiver and hurry forward
more feverishly. From some escape long-drawn sighs,

others catch a dry sobbing breath. T h e marble
columns of the slave-built mansion have fallen silently to
ruins, the piles of gold have crumbled to ashes, the silkclad chariot rider is bare-foot on the city street, the
Viceroy’s court has vanished, the Tribune of the People
is seeking a night’s shelter. Some in wine and some
in sleep will construct new dreams to tide them over
to-morrow.
Alone among all, the dreams of t h e Dreamer remain
untarnished by the dust and heat of the day, and shine
as brightly to him in thle shad#ows of evening-. Even
some of the most disordered of the somnambulists now
pause t o heed him, and when they pass on it is with
troubled faces a s though some old and urgent memory
iwhilspereci t o them from the heart of earth’s ancient
peace.
W h o knows?

Jaroslav

Vrchlicky.

By P. Selver.
FROMPrague has just been announced the death of

Jaroslav Vrchlicky. T h e full significance of this event
will hardly be realised in England, for up to the present
THE NEW AGE has been the only English paper t o
publish translations of Vrchlicky ’s work. I n Bohemia,
however, his death comes a s a momentous national
calamity, and in Germany he h a s for over twenty years
been reckonted among the literary personalities of o u r
time.
Within the narrow compass ‘of this article it is impossible to give any adequate notion of Vrchlicky’s
literary accomplishments. Already during his lifetime
he was the subject of detailed and scholarly volumes
Of these the most notable was the
of appreciation.
work of M. Alfred Jensen, the eminent Swedish Slavist
of the Nobel Library.
Jaromir Borecky, one of
Vrchlicky’s most ardent followers in Bohemia, has also
devoted a n entrancing volume to his master’s life and
work.
The most remarkable feature of Vrchlicky ’s literary
production is its extent. From 1875 onwards he published over sixty volumes of lyric and epic poetry, besides plays, fiction, and literary criticisms of rare charm
and keen insight. As a translator his activity was nu
less amazing. In this capacity his most notable successes were with the great epics of the Romance
nations-thte
works of Dante, Ariosto, Tasso, and
Camoens, but his versions from Victor Hugo, Shelley,
Leopardi, Carducci, Schiller, Goethe (the complete
“ F a u s t ”),
Calderon, Lope de Vega, Tennyson, and
Whitman (to mention only a fraction of the authors he
interpreted) a r e models of their kind.
In comprehensive anthologies he covered the whole field of
modern English, French, and Italian lyric verse; he
included even Ibsen, Mickiewicz, and Andersen in his
vast storehouse of translations, and in collaboration
made versions from Hungarian, Persian, and Chinese
poetry. Statistics taken a s f a r back a s 1893 sho\ved
that up to that date he had translated 2,356 poems
from 383 authors.
Vrchlicky is the most significant factor in the development of modern Bohemian literature. Only the barest
hint at this aspect of his genius can be given here.
T h e library comprised in his complete works forms a n
inexhaustible source of pleasure and wonder to the
reader who is acquainted with the Bohemian language
-a medium of expression whose full powers Vrchlicky
was the first t o reveal and employ. A cursory glance
through volume after volume shows what a high
standard Vrchlicky reached and maintained in spite of
the amount of his work, how wide was the range of
his interests, what a wealth of metrical forms and
linguistic devices he had at his disposal, how unfailing
his fancy and imagery, how melodious his language.
T h e title of one of his volumes, “Music in t h e Soul,”
might well serve for them all.
Those who a r e aware of the subtle and complicated
structure of the Bohemian language will understand
the difficulty of any attempt t o present Vrchlicky in
English. His ideal translator would have to possess
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the same linguistic acquirements and a s rich a poetical
gift a s Vrchlicky himself. This must be borne in mind
when the subjoined English translations are read.
Biographical details concerning Vrchlicky are few.
H e was born in 1853, and his real name was Emil
Frida. The name Vrchlicky was assumed a t an early
date and never abandoned. On leaving the university
hle spent some time in Italy as a tutor in a wealthy
family. On his return he was engaged for a number
of years in educational and secretarial work, until he
was appointed professor of modern literature at the
Czech University in Prague. In spite of the veneration
in which he was held by the majority of his fellowcountrymen, he did not escape attacks on the part of
certain critics. T o this is due the note of despondency
that echoes through his later work. During the last
few years of his life ill-health removed him from the
sphere of his former activities, but modern Bohemian
litlerature bears in almost all its manifestations\ the abiding mark of his genius.
INSCRIPTION FOR AN OLD GOBLET.
A ruby ’mid the silver gleaming
In three-fold garland turned around,
Says: “ Reveller, see what, from me streaming,
It’s glowing path to thee hath found ! ”
With graces carved in golden splendour
Apollo on his car dothl rise,
And says : ‘‘ In joy to earth surrender,
But speed in spirit to the skies! ”

An emerald, likae a vine-leaf, weaving
Upon the pedestal its glow,
Says : “ T o thy life the vine is cleaving,
And fain upon thy grave would grow.”
“ Impressions and Moods ” (1880).
STIGMA (To J. V. SLADEK*).
Tho’ scanty thanks the poet’s toil hath found,
T h e hours, in which his cadences on wings
Quaff the sweet manna from the heavenly springs,
In beauty, greatness, deathless strength abound.
Their sweetness over all our life is streaming,
As over clay and litter blossom-scent,
As blind men’s souls with lustrous hues are blent,
As long-waned stars are still before us gleaming.
As by the tottering cross where pathways meet,
Tho’ God in rust has long decayed, yet now
All cross themselves, so on the poet’s brow
Is writ for ever: “ This was joy’s retreat! ”
“ As the Cllouds Drifted ” (1885).

SONGS OF T H E PILGRIM (1895).
XVI.
I t was in April. Youthful May
Hard by a crag his shawm did play.
A well-knit, sturdy youth was he,
Each breath was filled with melody.
I t was in June, And wearied there
Stood Siren Summer, from her hair
Fell bloom on bloom. The forest stilled
I t s roar. The bird no longer trilled.
’Twas in October. O’er the plain
Careercd the frenzied Maenad-train
With loosened hair; on russet breasts
The ivy with the hop-sprig rests.
9-

rwas January. Flowers no more.
Birdlcss the field, and at the do’or
A beggar cowered in silent woe,
His garb and beard bedsecked with snow.
And there I sped, with gaze outspread,
And deep within nip heart I said :
This self-same landscape will ariseHow oft!-before
my wearied eyes.
*Czech poet and translator of Shakespeare.
a few mouths ago.

He died

QUIS UT DEUS?
In the old church, thrlough Gothic windows drifting,
Stealthily crept the sun’s departing rays ;
Incense its misty pillars was uplifting
In drifts of vapour; as I turned my gaze
On crumbling frescoes, fear upon me came;
W h a t visions ! In a dreadful bath of flame
A hundred heads and mitres, rods were borne,
With cross’es, crowns and swords and maces pent.
A mighty Angel, like the smile of morn,
Stood lo’ier the throng that with thse fire was blent,
His countenance-the
sun in heaven’s field.
And “ quis ut deus? ” he upon his shield
In flashes bore; dire, conquering was he.
Thlen from the side, where surged on frenziiedly
Eddies of mist and smoke, Death to him pressed,
And from behind, to be unseen, in haste
To the word “ deus ” with a bone he traced
“ E g o , ” and fell to tittering at his jest.
“ Sphinx ” (1883)T H E INGLE NOOK.
Two gnarled old willQ-ws o’er the water stoop,
And in it wet their bfoughs that trail and droop;
A mighty poplar guards the vale’s retreat,
Thle cooling current flows around its feet.
A hazel hedge whose tangle bars the wayThere sat a maid with! glowing lips, she may
Be six years old-her little feet were bare,
Upon a cow she turned a blue-eyed stare,
And in her sunburnt hands a grass-bunch lies.
The cow has fixed her big and trustful eyes
Upon the maid, and mutely thanks her thus
For tufts of bird-grass and ranunculus,
And dandelions and milfoil, weedy bunches
The cow, her tongue bedecked with white foam,
munches.
The hands now bared, the lap she searches thro’.
In shade two dragon-flies sport, green of hue.
“ The Magic Garden ” (1888).
IV.-PRIEST
AND SOLDIER.
Golgotha forsaken lay, the cross uprose in gloom;
Nle’er a trace lof life, already God had met his doom.
Naught but a soldier tarried, leaning on his spear,
and he
Listless and unmoving, like a statue seemed to be.
God and soldier ! In the world they two alone are Ieft;
God was dead, uncouth the soldier, lawless, soul-bereft.
Priests restored mankind, upon the cross mankind they
chained.
And the soldier, as of yore, uncouth and harsh
remained.
Mankind upon thte cross thle soldier sees as years have
fllown.
God is dead, in vain thou asklest who the world doth
own.
“ Sphinx ” (1883).
MILTON.
As heavenly cataracts’ full eddyings
Burst on the parching earth with splendid fall,
Thy song amid life’s hurrying and brawl
With the archangels’ armour girded rings.
Calm was thy life, to thee the throng ne’er hearkened,
But ’mid cascades of thy great organ choir,
Uprising out of Hades’ gloom and fire,
Thy path was lusltrous, though thy world was darkened.

A world immcortal thou didst raise on high
With mortal words; like fate thine eyes were blind,
With thine own Samson thou in strength didst vie.
Thlou sangst like ocean’s rhythms, finely beating
Like Satan’s mighty hammer-blows, entwined
With spirits’ twilight thunder, starward fleeting.
“ New Sonnets of a Recluse ” (1891).
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Pastiche.

The State still guards her staid and rebel flocks,
I n peaceful luxury and comfort nursed.
The Ship of State is driving on the rocks.

GRAND GUIGNOL.
You couldn’t say we’d s e e n Egypt or wherever we were.
Poking about the bazaars with four detectives to each girl
and Miss Parsons and Miss Green absolutely like hens, and
us with not a sight of the descrt except some sand round
the Pyramids-stupid little things. I said to Amy I’m sure
that’s where the Desert is through that door where those
men in sashes come. But I did find a dear of a cap and
the confectionery was all in the mysterious way sticky you
know, and unexpecteds in the middle. And a long oblong
sort of thing was fifty black n e n displaying in column and
praying in leaps and jumps and only a cloth round their
waist and I said to Amy what are they saying, it sounds
like Rip ’em up, rip ’em u p ! “Yes, and they said it yesterday.” I was very surprised t o hear Minnie Rice our
lodge-keeper’s little girl I didn’t know I’d been to boarding
school with her for six years but there was something in the
gallant pathetic military after all and the chiefs of police in
savage or hialf countries. Fancy these treacherous Berbers
or whatever they were!
Oh you couldn’t 6eZieve how
wickedly they grinncd black and hideous whites of eyes. I
quite agreed now that it was something to make a great city
over the Desert though why except to do it which men like.
So we scurried back to the Bazaar with the detectives and
I said Well I shall write to the “Times” about it, it ought
to be stopped, they are still pure savages. And everybody
was saying good-bye and the next school was waiting at the
door to see Egypt like those two house a night things ,and we
were sort of cocky and not cocky about having seen and not
going to see any more but we carried it off in a medium
way and as for me I couldn’t get ozter Minnie Rice being
going for the rest of the holidays over the Continent because
where was the money and if she sent half the picture postcards she promised she wouldn’t have a cent left. I don’t
know how we got cut off from the detectives but Minnie
enjoyed it and went shouting up ,a hill street and her little
sister and me and at the top of the hill the houses suddenly
scattered and sent you galloping round a curve and it was
filthy dark and I slipped because clown the round the curve
\\as all oily and I yelled to Minnie don’t go near that house
below it’s a n awful bar mind those men and I had rubber
shoes on and if you believe me I managed to half .swirl
round and go up a terrific slant of a street which was the
back of the hill street but oily! And Minnie went too f a r
and couldn’t stop herself and the men ,all b e n to shout
and laugh and all the time I ran and screamed to the little
sister to run where there was a glaring light and a lot of
people and then I went cold as death with Minnie shrieking
and all the people flitting in the back doors which were
arches black arches and locking them and putting out every
single light and I knew I was a coward I nearly feZZ with
conscience but I couldn’t stop running away and go back so
when a great skeleton bridge came over the w,ater I jumped
through the girders or whatever they are and said let me
crie I don’t care. And there was a Soundless Sea, an Unfathomable white-enamelled sea and when 1 wondered floating what was in my hand it was my thumb and I had
zteezed my eye-glasses to atoms though I never wear those
rt but proper spectacles Miss Parsons says girls oughtn’t
to they’re always falling off and making a row on your
cxcrcise book. And then the boat came and Mr. Arnold
Bennett took it all down and said Well, this ought to be
worth something.
ALICE MORNING.

A BALLADE OF SHIPS.
Some say the Argo’’ was the finest ship,
Her crew in seamanship most subtly versed;
And some the one on which Blake raised his whip ;
And Coleridge sang a crew and ship that burst
First on strange seas, enduring pain and thirst.
Grenvile’s “ Revenge” eschanged some lusty knocks,
And kept her end up long as e’er she durst.
The Ship of State is driving on the rocks.
Some praised the “Victory” when her cannon’s lip
At Trafalgar gave gallant France the worst ;
The Shannon’’ gave the (‘Chesapeake” the pip,
A rattling fight I’ve mentally rehearsed.
When Kane the “ Calliope’s’’ bows reversed,
And ploughed through hell in manner orthodox,
I wonder if the sweating stokers cursed.
The Ship of State is driving on the rocks.
((

What I have written is an idle quip.
Their sails are furled, thz engines quiet aserst
Before their keels on ocean roads took grip,
And in the waters cold their planks immersed;
”The boatswain’s mouth on no shrill pipe is pursed.

Envoi.
Prince! Koch der Kaiser! Sturm und Drang und
Wurst !
Our statesmen suffer Pan-Germanic shocks.
In-building ships you have to get there first ;
The Ship of State is driving on the rocks.

c. w.

OUR CONTEMPORARIES.
By

C. E. Bechhöfer.

XXI I.-“ THE WESTMINSTER GAZETTE.”
The gravity of t h e news from Manchester that between
four and five hundred of Mr. Stinkpot’s strikers have
received fatal injuries during their encounter with the
45th Lancers stationed there can easily be exaggerated.
Several of our Unionist contemporaries, in fact, have already begun to t u r n this industrial incident to their party
account. But cooler reflection will enable the best mind
of the country to wait, a t any rate, for exact details. It
is not known, for example, how many strikers have been
Tendered pei-inanently hors d e combat. It may, a s the
‘‘ Manchester Guardian ” soberly estimates, be no more
t h a n 457. It may, on the other hand, be 460, as the
‘‘ Perthshire Advertiser ” has figured it out ; but the number of 462 given by the “ Times ” correspondent is certainly an exaggeration, and more creditable, on the whole,
to his party imagination than to his statistical ability.
. . . In t h e end, good may come of ill if the unhappy
strikers now realise that it is useless t o kick against the
pricks.

SUMMER I N TYROBELLINI.
BY VERNON LEE.

Figure to yourself (if you have a niiad to do so) a
suniptuously gorgeous (I use the word in oh, quite the
slang sense-does not slang at times, and, as it were,
by redolent chance, sometimes convey a-what shall I call
it ?-peach-blossom flavour 3) hamlet of houses, not of
brick (which would be too absurd in Tyrobellini as well
as inexpungibly expensive), but of t h e fair white stone
of which Horace two hundred-(what am I saying?)nearly two thousand years ago (ah, tempus fugit!) and
before Spencer and Forel and m y friend Signorina
Stupidina . . .
NOTES O F THE DAY.
Tact and skill are all that were necessary to disentangle
the threads of M. Sazanoff’s Ariadne diplomacy.
Mr. Farjeon, i n a letter to his constituents, lets us into
the secret of the last Tariff Reform campaign.
Skill and tact will be required of the Chief Whip to
assuage the running resentment felt . . .
The C.G.T. of France display less tact than skill i n
their somewhat windy resolution.

THE DYING MOUSE.
O carry me out to die,
O carry me cut to die,
The cat has shaved her whiskers off,
O carry me out to die.
A playful incident occurred during the recent strikes.
I n consequence of the difficulty of portering food, domestic
pets of all kinds were pretty nearly starred. One gentleman cat of our acquaintance, however, was determined to
be economical all round; h e ate the canaries! Life is
fall of sweet humour i f one only looks for it.

HERE, T H E R E , AND EVERYWHERE.
Lord Rosebery’s reference, in his speech yesterday, to
Darwin’s experiments with pigeons reminds us that
Horace Walpole promoted t h e breed of tumblers. . . .
“ Little Dots ” for August contains a n illuminating
article on Sawdust.
The phrase, “ off his onion,” which a ‘‘ Daily Express ”
conespondent applies facetioilsly to Mr. Lloyd George
was originally a euphemism for a blackleg, meaning ont.
who n7as oft‘ his (trade) union. The “ onion ’’ of the Welsh
nation is the leek.
&Ir. F. E. Smith’s bon-mot about Ireland b d n g greeii
bv name and green by nature recalls the famous reparte,.
of Sir Francis Wutheringham, who was of a considerable
stature. Chaffed one day on his altitude, he replied :
‘‘ I ani oiie of the Wutheringham Heights.” The literary
fieronr here, we think, is rarer than hir. Smith’s.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR..
HOME RULE.

Sir,-&Ir. Kennedy, in his letter in the last issue of THE
NEW AGE, asks, “Why should Mr. Hobson think that the
Irish people will be better able to control the Irish professional politicians than the English people are to control
the English professional politicians ?”
Surely the history of the past thirty years supplies
ample warrant for Mr. Hobson’s assumption. Compare the
actual results achieved by use of the political weapon by
the Irish and English since the extension of the Franchise i n 1884.
In England there has been little if any irnprovenient i n
the economic condition of the mass of the people. The
majority are not richer, are not more secure, are not more
independent than thirty years ago.
But in Ireland, by the use of the political weapon, the
majority of the people have become not only wealthier,
but infinitely more secure and independent.
I admit the evils of slums exist in Irish as in English
cities (though I fancy the new Town Tenants League will
redress or reduce the evil before we move in England),
but my point is that the majority of the Irish people have
used politics i n a hard, practical manner to improve their
moral and material condition. The farmer is no longer a
serf, but a free man on a freehold farm; the agricultural
labourer no longer lives in a filthy hovel at the mercy of
landlord or farmer, but is an independent tenant of a wellplanned cottage, with a n acre of ground which he hires
from the County Council at a shilling a week.
These results-which,
I again emphasise, affect the
majority of the Irish populace-have been attained because the Irish are naturally a democratic people who
utilise the politicians aiid do not allow themselves to be
fooled by party claptrap like the English, who, during the
last thirty years, have so misused their votes that they
are, body and soul, more in the grip of plutocracy than
before.
Moreover, anyone who has resided in Ireland knows
that the Irish, as a people, will not submit to bureaucracy
-they do not regard (as the English are inclined to do)
the official as a heaven-sent master who must be “ tremblingly obeyed.” An Irish county council or bench of
magistrates would never submit to be directed, controlled,
and even bullied by their permanent officials in a manner
only too common in England.
In short, from a pretty intimate knowledge, I hold that
the character of the Irish people is essentially democratic,
and that the politicians of Ireland are, even to-day, controlled by and under orders of the people.
1 cannot see why these national characteristics should
change under Home Rule, and a people who refused to
submit to squire, magistrate, soldier and policeman combined should yet humble themselves before bureaucrats
PIERSE
LOFTUS.
of their own creation.

*

+

+

LABOUR POLITICS.

‘

Sir,-I have read your “ Notes of the Week ” with great
interest and a xesult which prompts me to write and ask
your advice, especially as i t may be useful to others. As
an independent Socialist candidate, I have fought the last
two elections for our Town Council and been defeated.
There is a reasonable chance of S U C C ~ S S nest November,
when, if elected, I should be the only Socialist on the
Council --one among thirty. The question I am asking
myself, and now pass on to you, is : Is it worth while?
I am an employer, and shall suffer more or less in various
ways. That being so, one desires to feel more certain than
I now do whether time, effort, and money thus expended
are being used to the best possible advantage. Finally,
what can a Socialist employer do? Tall: is too cheap to
satisfy.
EMPLOYER.
[Our advice to our correspondent would be to accept the
office open to him and to use it for the purpose of meeting
organised labour half-way. No poli tical body, municipal
or national, can do or ought to attempt to do for the
wage-earning classes what these latter are unwilling to
do for themselves. O n the other hand, when the wageearners are articulate i n their demand for emancipation,
the politicians should be prepared to meet them and
jointlv with them to revolutionise the existing economic
system. Hom this applies to municipal politics may be
s e a in the admirable “ Model Municipal Programme ”
recently adopted by the Poplar Socialist and Labour Party
and published in the current issue of “ Justice.” We refer
om- correspondent to this programme for an outline of the
work he may wisely attempt from the political end of the
inovement.-En., N. A.]

THE MOTIVE OF REFORM.
Sir, --In your very remarkable U Notes” of September 5
you make clear beyond any doubt that the immediate cause
of-all our social sufferings is poverty, and “that the cause
of poverty is low wages, and that low wages are caused by
the capitalist system that regards labourers as a raw
material.” I agree fully with you, and also “that, short of
the total abolition of the very cotion of making a man a
raw material in industry, there is absolutely no hope for
wage-earners either of raising their wages or, still less, of
raising their status.” “ Higher wages, a better distribution
of production, a better quality of production, a greater
quantity, more civilisation, superior civilisation-all these
depend finally on a single question : the question whether we
can raise labour or labour can raise itself from the rank
of a raw material in
”
But in order to “raise labour from the rank of a raw
material” it is necessary to solve the problem of man’s
nature. Is man only a more or less highly organised being,
or, besides the organism, is there in man an entity, simple,
eternal, absolute, a real cause, which can be termed an
immateriality? This brings us to the philosophical or metaphysical problem of the constitution of the universe. Is
the universe composed of only dne nature-call it matter,
or force, or spirit-or are there two absolutely distinct
‘‘ natures”-matter and immateriality ?
Rut when we shall have solved the problem of man’s
nature, when we shall have proved that man is the intimate
union of an immateriality (the soul) with an organism, there
will be still another question to solve : Have man’s
actions bad an inevitable sanction? And in such a way
we are brought back to the religious question.
If poverty should be ablolished before the religious
problem is solved socially in an unquestionably logical
manner, the only result would be an increase and spreading
of immorality, bringing about disorder, lawlessness, and
decivilisation.
“The future of the human race,” therefoIe, does not
depend (‘on the abolition of the competitive wage-system,”
but on the logical proof that man is of a dual nature and
a free agent, that in each life he reaps what he sowed in
a previous one, that happiness and unhappiness are causally
related to good and bad actions by what Hindu philosophy
calls the law of Karma. That proven, anything else, the
economic organisation and the political organisation of
society, will follow.
But, contraq to your assertion that “mere reason is
incapable of making” that ‘‘ great and momentous decision,”
it is logical reasoning-reasoning which $hall and will bring
humanity out of the ignorance into which we have muddled
and still are muddling. Knowledge of truth shall and will
make us free.
Brussels.
(Dr.) VICTOR LAFOSSE.

...

*

*

*

‘ W E ’ THAN

MEETS T H E EYE.”
this week’s NEW AGE one of your correspon-

“ M O R E IN

%-,-In
dents apparently takes exception to the editorial “ we,”
but it may possibly coinpare very favourûbly with the
“ I ” of one of your contemporaries.
In this week’s
“ Clarion ” the first article is on “ What is God?” by
Robert Blatchford. He commences : “ What a summer.
If this kind of thing goes on I shall give up roses and
cultivate water-lilies.” On the nest page a young lady
does “ In the Library.” Her first sentence reads : “ I
iiientioned last week,” and the nest paragraph : “ Personally, I cannot enthuse about Wilde or his works.”
Poor Wilde! Then “ StageIand ” opens : “ I am so
glad Mr. Louis N. Parker did not forget that Drake was
a pirate. I was so afraid he might.” Editorial comments
are headed “ Our Point of View,” but signed “ G. R. S .
Taylor,” and Messrs. G. R. S . Taylor also write “ I.”
Cecil Chesterton follows with an article commencing :
“ I have been asked by the editor of the ‘ Clarion.’ ” Tom
Groom keeps the ball rolling +th a very large number of
‘‘ Ils,” one paragraph begiiinnng : “ For myself, I took
no fear.” The next page has “ Motor-cycle Notes,” which
conclude : ‘‘ Rut I think the above subject of motors for
sinall tradesmen is worth a week’s digression.”
The
children’s column is thick with “ 1’s.” Here is an estract : “ I never loved a house as much as that one. I
loved every corner of it. Hwv well I reineinber moviiig
BLACK-EYE.
there. Dad and I arrived there first.”

*

*

*

A SUGGESTION.

Sir,--I think it an excellent idea to reprint the “ Notes
of the Week ” in pamphlet form at a penny, and I would
be pleased to distribute two or three dozen weekly at my
own expense.
A. WALLACE.
[We regret that our correspondent’s kind suggestionone of many such that we have received-is impossible or
adoption without involving either the cessation of THE
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NEWAGE itself or t h e presentation to a number of readers
of a torso only of our complete policy. l’he price of THE
NEW AGE is possibly prohibitive to inany desirable
I n the
readers, but we know of no remedy for that.
absence of the advertisements which enable other journals
to present their public with a weekly journal a t much
less than cost price, THENEW AGE:must charge the inajor
part of its cost (though by no means all) upon its readers.
Despite the fact t h a t our circulation is the second largest
of its kind, OUI- annual loss, even after such economies
as no other journal would dream of making, is over
£1,000 N. A.]
*

*

Y

IMPERIAL MERCHANT SERVICE GUILD.
Sir,-The secretary of the above, Mr. Moore, must keep
himself better posted if he is to discuss this question i n
a general review. Early this year I informed your readers
of the status of Mr. Moore’s organisation.
I n dealing with special subjects i n a general review the
following points should be observed :- (a) Avoid irrelevancies as you would cholera ; (b) bear i n mind that
what is most important to the specialist is of only
secondary interest to the public; (c) avoid clichés. Tf
Mr. Moore will mention some of my misstatements I
shall be pleased to deal with them. Mr. Moore’s implication that I am merely posing as “ chief engineer ” COilleS
well from a gentleman of such long nautical service as
his. I can only refer hiin to the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, of which I am a n associate member.
WILLIAMMCFEE.

*

*

*

NIETZSCHE IN BELFAST.
Sir,-I hesitate after “R. M.’s” article last week to
say the following leader from “The Northern Whig” of
September 4 is “interesting.” Eut what else is it ?

S . DICEY.
THE LIBRARY
COMMITTEE
AND NIETZSCHE.
The minutes of the Belfast Corporation are not light
reading, but sometimes the explorer in those arid wastes
is rewarded by turning up a pearl of price. From the
obscurity of the Library Committee’s report 1% e venture
to take one such gem, which deserves a more brilliant
setting than to be concealed between a resolution appointi n g a minor official and a return regarding the number of
books issued during t h e month. It reads- ‘“l‘he Chief
Librarian was authorised to withdraw the list of
Nietzsche’s works from the catalogue in the Reference
Library.” That is all, but a word less or more would
spoil it. It is the magnificent audacity of the thing that
makes it notable ; had the Committee hedged, or qualified,
or even argued, their pronouncement would have lost half
its value. All over Europe, all over the civilised world
indeed, wherever philosophy is more than a name, people
are debating furiously about Nietzsche. The Belfast
Library Committee i s probably the only body, save the
compilers of the “Index Expurgatorius,” that thiiiks it
possible to ignore him. That may be a distinction, but
it is not tlie kind of distinction we desire our city to
possess. Nor is the question one of whether the members
of the Committee honestly disapprove of Nietzsche’s
theories. It is possible to object to every line h e wrote,
from “The Birth of Tragedy ” to “ Nietzsche contra
Wagner,” but to ignore him is like trying to ignore St.
Paul’s Cathedral. His views colour the greater part of
current literature, and are part of the stuff of men’s
thouwhts; one could pick almost a t random out of the
listsin tlie Central Library a score of volumes that are
little more t’han diluted Nietzsche; and to welcome the
pupil and ban the master is as i f the Committee were to
admit all modern science and rigidly excltlde Darwin.
The comedy becomes more intriguing when it is learned
that some of the volumes now to be consigned t o outer
darkness have been lying on the library shelves for eight
or nine years. They have gone through the hands of hundreds of readers, and i t is curious, to say the least, that
it took all this time to discover that they contained
poison instead of sustenance. It would be interesting to
discover exactly how this new heresy-hunt originated.
Was it a complaint of outraged readers, a discovery by
the librarian that Nietzsche is strong meat for babes, or
have the members of the Committee begun to dabble in
philosophy in their spare time ? Whichever guess is right,
the Committee cuts a sorry figure, and the sooner it
coines to its seases the better for its reputation. The day
has passed whcn reference students can be treated like
children a t a dame’s school, and thinkers whose names are
a battle-cry throughout Europe banned because their
views do not square with those of municipal representatives, elected to office on grounds which, to put it mildly,
do not qualify thein to act as censors of philosophy. The
Library Association met yesterday a t Liverpool, and by

a coincidence the president in his inaugural address
summed up the case of the Library Committee and
Nietzsche in two sentences, which all its members would
be well advised “to read, mark, learn, and inwardly
digest” :- “There is no more dangerous person on a
Library Committee than the well-intentioned enthusiast
who thinks it his duty to be a literary censor. . . H e
has not grasped the elemental purpose of a Public Library,
which is to supply the public with the books which they
want, not with those which h e thinks they ought to
want.” It is not the first time the Belfast Committee has
failed to grasp this “elemental purpose,” but when its
members stultify themselves by a boycott of Nietzsche it
is time for public opinion to intervene.

.

*

*

*

T H E NEW ETHIC.
Sir,-In your articles on the economic situation you have
reached the point of discussing immediate ways and means
for the abolition of the wage system; this is promising, and
your readers are doubtless looking forwerd-as usual-to
something good next week. I am not quite certain whether
the concluding topic-namely, “ morale,” is to be further
expounded. I judge not. For that reason I inquire whether
you think thirty-seven lines is adequate to such aE important element in the ïevolutionary outfit. But even this
brief reference contains several assumptions which need
examination and correction before you allow yourself to consider the subject disposed of.
Granting that our Army needs morale, you ask several
questions about it as if it were of a kindred nature to
strategy and commissariat. These things can be borrowed,
but morale cannot; it has to be generated. I question,
therefore, your first assumption that an industrial army has
the power to choose or borrow a morale. Are you not led
away by your rhetoric into a fallacy? The nest assumption
is that there are two moralities-our enemy’s and our own.
This, I suppose, is an echo of Nietzsche’s ‘(slave-morality”
and “ master-morality,” a distincFion that is poetic rather
than scientific, and certainly arbitrary from the view-point
of philosophy. It can only be admitted as valid on the
understanding that there is a fundamental human morality
(based on certain realities that lie hidden in Nature) which
undergoes grave modifications in its manifestation accordin;;
to the external position of the persons, classes, or nations ‘:I
which it emerges. Thus X, making its appearance in >:
class or race of downtrodden people, will take a differet
form, doubtless, from its appearance in a class of afflue it
persons. Moral phenomena, plus or minus, will vary to
infinite degrees, dependent upon temperament, circumstance, Karma, and will
It is therefore misleading to
adopt these rhetorical classifications for things that have
no real correspondence to them. If Nietzsche invented the
formulz, did he discover the things which he signified by
them? I think not. Your question can therefore ix
answered thus: We must evolve or generate our oivn
morality.
Rut next you assume a knowledge of the enemy’s morality,
which seems to represent the things you supposed were
capable of being borrowed; indeed, you state the workers
have hitherto accepted them from the governing classes. I
am by no means disposed to deny that the “false prophets”
have abused human morality so far as to make it subservient to their masters’ purposes, but I affirm, and could
prove if you would allow the space, that honesty, thrift,
obedience, humility, and punctuality are forms of X which,
appearing in contemporary industrial scciety, happen, in
their energy, to confer greater material benefits on some
than on others. That does not make them “the enemy’s
morality.” Surely it is a profound truth that virtue is its
own reward. When the “virtues” named bring greater gain
to the persons who exact them than to the persons who
practise them there is a rotten sta-r: of society indeed; but
I deny that the exploiters have invented them, and that the
exploited can, in the main, get rid of them.
Why-?
Because they are given, among other things, by the metaphysical realities of our nature.
It may certainly be expected that what I call here
h u m a n morality” will find itself difficult of expression
during times of warfare, iadustrial or otherwise; and I am
not disposed to blame the saboteur €or what his impulses
lead him to. I blame without mercy, however, the thinker
who overclouds thought with a partisan mist and leaves it
to his readers to clear it away. Doubtless this is war, hut
it is not magnificent. The term “new morality” app:ied
to sabotage is a fraud; only the word is new, the thing is
neither new nor moral. You are providing OUI
army with
an immorale whose source lies below the level of the characteristically human ; but the ‘(illuminating” remark of
Mr. Harding Seems to show that the new ethic will in time
give place to the old.
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Mr. Stanley Hanson asks at the end of an interesting
letter: What is the “idea” which will collect, discipline,
and allow to be led the industrial army of “have-nots”?
“ Spartacus ” has offered him thirty-seven lines of ‘‘ the
new ethic.” I hope Mr. Hanson will ask for more. Personally, I look for the clarification and intensification of,
the old ethic.
WILLIAMLOFTUSHARE.

*

*

*

REVOLUTIONARY ETHICS.

Sir,--A tribe of North American Indians were accustomed in the spring of each year to burn their dwellings
and beds and all the litter of fond rubbish that they had
accumulated. Then they began life anew, lest one good
custom should corrupt their world. That. should presently be the way of those working in the movement of
Hope, prosily misnamed the Labour Movement. Before
building our villages let us purify with fire the pestilent
growths of the past. And in our case we must guard
against the delusion that we have but to set in a blaze
the conventional ethics of the I.L.P. and the Fabian
Society. We must, at the same time, banish €or ever all
those persons to whom such ethics are wholly natural.
We can no more superimpose manly ethics on bureaucrats
and spiritual paupers than we can superimpose good
government on freemen. We must refuse the unlikely
coilversion of Mi-. and Mrs. Sidney Webb and Mr. Will
Crooks at any price. Indeed, the ordinary members of
the Fabian Society and the I.L.P. shall be tolerable only
on the assumption that they were never quite wholehearted and convinced believers in the sorry intellectuals ” and “ leaders ” who itched in public with a
multitude of minor irritations.
Provost Brown, of Midlothian, was asked if Mr. Lloyd
George would be Chancellor of the Exchequer in the first
Labour Government. The reply was that they would
receive converts from any party.
The new movement
must make no such mistake. The author of the First
British Slavery Act should be no more acceptable than
the red soil potato who sought to represent the Midlothian
miners.
Amiable, ineffectual idiots, members of the Fabian
Society or the I.L.P., are constantly on the run with heavy
nonsense about “ Christ and Socialism,” etc., and with
schemes to regulate everything and everybody-with
generous additions to suit exceptional cases. Now, these
People and their ethics are worse than useless. They are
either spiritual weaklings or moral tyrants, begging to
be placed in a compound or scheming to immure others
therein. Behind these a large number of people follows
doubtfully, trying to believe that they are hearing a
gospel. I myself was of these latter. And was not THE
NEW AGE thereabout also? However, now we know.
Conventional Socialist ethics have so far been fit for the
making of slaves and tyrants-and
what worse tyrant
than a slave ? Consequently, slavish and tyrannical
people were a,ttracted to the movement, and all freemen
look upon it with doubt or dread or contempt.
At its best-a poor best-the movement sought to raise
wages; at its worst, if the gas generated could become
power, it would regiment the people into abject childish
slavery. So far; the fruit of all the much-vaunted Fabian
propaganda and the I.L.P. spouting is to be seen in the
increased pauperisation of the poor and in the recent cruel
criminal laws (including the Insurance Act). In one
phrase, it has produced Inca legislation based upon Peruvian ethics.
The bad best of the Labour agitation has been respnnsible for its worst. The cry for bigger wages has been
followed, as a consequence, by acceptance of the Insurance
Act slavery. For why? Have not a thousand leaders been
shouting for years that the working-man should have
niore money? Comes a man with a bribe which the soulless flunkeys of trade unionism snatch at but too greedily.
You cannot expect a nation to burst forth in righteous
anger at the grossest indignity if for years you have insisted that only higher wages matter. Manly, honourable
men cannot be expected to revolt that they may get
27s. 6d. per week in place of 25s. Those who plan such
things do not know the dynamic power of a half-crown
cause nor of those who would follow such a cause. Worse
than any plague this festering, irresponsible greed, nursed
in Fabian and I.L.P. laboratories, has spread through the
land, so that at last Mr. Lloyd George is permitted to
proclaim beiore a great audience : “ You may choose
your own doctor, and somebody else will pay for him,”
without being degraded from office. Only one voice
interrupted him with : “ We don’t want that.”
I‘

That is the voice I would speak with.
snore anon.

*

+

*

Of another sort,
W. M.

THE PARADE OF T H E MILK CHARIOTS.
Sir,-When discussing social questions the phrase
which springs often to the mind and mouth is “ under
the present system.” Yet there is very little theory,
method, or system about the present competitive chaos.
My non-Socialistic friends sometimes ask me how matters
would be better arranged and worked if the means of production and exchange were in the hands of the State. No
man is able to cover the whole field of production and
supply, but each of us is in a.positioii to show, from our
own observation, how businesses with which we are in
touch might be managed more economically and to the
general advantage. Here is such an instance. I can
vouch for the accuracy of the facts and figures ; they have
never been disputed, although I have often quoted them
to antis who are in the best position to disprove them.
I live in the residential part of a small town of some
fifteen thousand inhabitants, and it is my custom on wet
Sunday mornings to sit reading or writing iu the front
part of the house overlooking the main road. Beyond
church and chapel traffic there is little stirring besides
the passage O€ milk-floats, and these latter appeared to be
so numerous that I determined to take a census of them.
My range of vision is limited to fifty yards each side
of my window, and I only noted those milkmen who actually stopped their conveyances to deliver milk. A t 9.40
my own milkman left me a pint after a journey of a little
over two miles; he was accompanied by an assistant in
the float, as were the majority who drove horses. At
9.55 a chariot stopped at an opposite hoiase after travelling
one mile. Ten o’clock saw another “ miler” pause to
drop a pint or so, followed at 10.15 by a farmer from a
good two miles away. Half-past ten heralded two rivals
whose names I could not see painted on their carts.
Nevertheless, they shed their proportions of the precious
fluid and passed away. At a quarter to eleven anothei“ miler ” appeared on the scene, acted his Dart, and made
his exit; 10.55 saw ‘‘damilies supplied daily’’ to his quota of
supplying, but I know not wheme he came, so cannot give
his mileage. The same remark applies to the “no namer”
who came at 11.15. He was accompanied by a deale7
who had driven two stiff miles to keep hîs appointment,
followed five mimtes later by another from the same distance, but from an opposite direction. A man with an
old-fashioned yoke accompanied 11.25, and he seemed to
be the only picturesque part of, the procession, although
his progress was slow and sinuous. The man with the
truck at 11.30 probably came from somewhere near: I
hope he did, for it is a hilly district.
A man came out of the town a t 12.10, so he only
traversed one mile, and twenty minutes later another man
arrived from the country-he came a country mile, too,
to do it. This same time (12.30) saw the last of the
chariots after a cross-country drive of just over two miles.
When I summarised the morning’s trade it worked ot;t
like this :-16 milkmen with IO assistants-26 men; 10
named carts, 15 miles each way-30 miles; no mileage
could be put to unnamed carts, trucks, and the yokeman ;
16 visits at, say, one quart per visit-16 quarts; 13 horses
were worked. I do not expect sixteen quarts were left,
but I am inclined to be generous. I hope sixteen quarts
were sold, anyway.
Let me anticipate the ready retort. I am quite aware
that many other visits were made by each of the milkmen
enumerated above, and that they did not travel the one or
two miles respectively to deliver the one quart of milk
and then drive home again-that is too absurd even for
the Competitive system.
But, unquestionably, many
hours and miles’ travel were wasted, and many men and
horses were worked unnecessarily; whereas, if we had a
central distributing depôt in the town to which the milk
could be brought by a collecting van, one or two floats
could be drafted to supply the district in which I live.
Think of the clearing-house system for a moment, and
then give a thought to the methods of the Post Office.
The letters are centralised at the head office, and one postman delivers all that are addressed to us here. We do
not have ten or fifteen men in uniform dashing about with
separate missives, falling over each other in the process.
The milk on that Sunday morning was being handed at
from 9.40 to 12.30; the letters were all delivered before
eight o’clock.
That the cases are analogous is proved by the fact that
in most of the chariots were a pitiful churn and a bucket.
Just a small supply each, where one or two good-sized
vans would have held the lot.
I should be pleased to hear of any anti-Socialist who
can prove that the present system ( !) is to be commended.
G. WHITEHOUSE.
WALTER
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